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ABSTRACT 
USING GLUTEN INDEX TO IMPROVE SPRING WHEAT LOAF VOLUME 
PREDICTION 
YAMING LU 
2017 
Wheat (Triticum aestivum L.) is the most widely cultivated crop in the world and 
contributes about 20% of the total dietary calories and proteins globally. Unique 
properties of doughs formed from wheat flour make it feasible to produce a range of food, 
including bread. Loaf volume is the most perceptible indicator for breadmaking quality. 
Selection in the early generations for loaf volume is difficult due to the requirement of 
the large volume of grains and due to the costly, time-consuming, and labor-intensive 
evaluation process. Identification of simple and reliable predictive tests for loaf volume is 
highly desirable. This study mainly aimed to predict loaf volume by the Gluten Index 
method using the Glutomatic system. The advantages of Gluten Index method for 
measuring the quality of wheat flour is due to the short testing time (approx. 10 min) and 
the small amount of sample required (10 g). The quality test was performed on a sample 
set of 48 spring wheat genotypes grown each year at three locations in South Dakota 
from 2012 to 2016. Among the 48 genotypes, 15 were consistently grown in all 15 
environments. Relative contributions of genotype and environment to variation in loaf 
volume and other ten quality parameters were determined. Flour protein content, kernel 
protein content, gluten index, gluten remained, and gluten remained × gluten index 
(GR×GI) were found to be most significantly correlated with loaf volume. Environment 
xi 
 
and measurement error contributed greatly to variation in loaf volume. Loaf volume was 
greatly affected by year. Loaf volume variation among genotypes was smaller compared 
with variation among different environment.  Loaf volume had a low broad-sense 
heritability, ranging from 0.21 to 0.42 when data from all 48 genotypes grown at three 
locations each year were used for analysis. The broad-sense heritability reduced to 0.19 
when data from the 15 consistently grown genotypes in all 15 environments were used 
for analysis. Regression analysis based on data from genotype mean from 3 locations of 
the 48 genotypes showed that a model with two variables, GR × GI and flour protein 
content, could explain over 30% of the phenotypic variation in loaf volume in three 
consecutive years, with R2 value being 0.39 in 2014, 0.33 in 2015, and 0.47 in 2016, 
respectively. When only one variable is used in the model, the model with GR×GI 
explained about 30-33% of the phenotypic variation in loaf volume from 2014 to 2016. 
The model with flour protein content as variable explained about 14-39% of phenotypic 
variation in loaf volume from 2014 to 2016. The model with GR × GI and flour protein 
content as variables explained 32-53% of the phenotypic variation in loaf volume from 
2014 to 2016 when data from the 15 consistently grown genotypes were used for analysis. 
Results from this study suggest that if the Glutomatic system was used for selection of 
experimental breeding lines, selecting those with high GR × GI and flour protein content 
would contribute to increased loaf volume potential.  
Key words: Wheat quality, Loaf volume, Gluten index
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Chapter 1: Literature review 
1.1 Introduction 
Wheat (Triticum aestivum L.) is the most widely cultivated crop in the world (Figure 1A). 
Its grains provide about 20% of all calories and proteins of our daily diet (Shiferaw et al. 
2013). The dominance of wheat over much of the temperate world is due to its 
adaptability, high yields, ease of grain storage, ease of converting grain into flour, and 
unique properties of doughs formed from wheat flour upon hydration and mixing (Peña et 
al. 2002; Shewry 2009). In terms of production, wheat is the third largest crop after maize 
and rice (Figure 1B). In 2016, 221.9 million hectares of wheat is harvested in the world, 
with a total production of 751.4 million tons (World Agricultural Production, USDA 
2017).  United States is the fourth leading wheat production country, behind China, India, 
and Russia, with a production of 62.9 million tons in 2016 (World Agricultural 
Production, USDA 2017). Wheat is also the largest crop in world trade, with 179.6 
million tons export in the global market in 2016 (Grain: World Markets and Trade, 
USDA 2017). The United States, as one of the major wheat export counties, provides 
approximately half of its annual production to the world market.  
In the United States, wheat is classified into six groups based on their seed color, 
endosperm hardness and growing habit (Peña et al. 2002). These six classes include hard 
red winter, hard red spring, soft red winter, soft white, hard white, and durum. Common 
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wheat is generally milled into flour (refined and whole meal) and used for the production 
of diverse leavened and flat breads, biscuits (cookies), noodles, and other baked products 
(Peña et al. 2002). In contrast, durum wheat is generally milled into semolina (coarse 
grits) to manufacture alimentary pasta and couscous (cooked grits) in Arab countries. The 
grain quality requirements for each of the wheat-based foods are different and generally 
reviewed by Peña et al. (2002). Hard red spring wheat has high protein content and 
superior gluten quality, making it ideal for use in some of the world’s finest baked goods, 
such as hearth breads, rolls, croissants, bagels and pizza crust. It is also a valued improver 
in flour blends for bread and Asian noodle. In the United States, hard red spring wheat is 
mainly produced in North Dakota, Minnesota, Montana, South Dakota, Idaho, 
Washington and Oregon (Crop Production, USDA 2016). In 2016, the production of hard 
red spring wheat in the United States is 13.4 million tons, accounting for 21.3% of total 
wheat production (www.nass.usda.gov). 
Wheat quality is a term varying through the wheat market chain (Souza et al. 2002). 
When it refers to the producer, it implies grain cleanliness and purity, grain yield and test 
weight, and protein content. When it refers to millers, it not only involves cleanliness, 
purity, test weight, and protein content, it also involves flour yield, grain hardness, as 
well as the ability of the flour to satisfy manufacturing need. When it refers to the 
manufacturer, it is evaluated in terms of suitability of the flour for a specific processing 
condition and end-use. When it refers to consumers, it involves criteria, such as visual 
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Figure 1. World major crop harvested area (A) and production (B) from 1961 to 2014 
(Source: http://www.fao.org/faostat/en/#compare) 
 
appearance, taste, odor, tactile and oral texture, the shelf life of the product, nutrition 
value. Loaf volume is an important end-use quality in wheat for breadmaking. A major 
challenge for wheat breeders nowadays is to continue to increase the yield potential while 
at the same time improving grain quality to satisfy specific processing and end-use 
requirements. 
B 
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1.2 Wheat flour  
Wheat flour forms a dough when mixed with water and dough can hold fermenting gas 
during expansion and extension. The gliadins and glutenins in wheat flour interact to 
form a continuous matrix under mixing, which gives dough unique visco-elastic 
properties. According to Belderok et al. (2000), wheat kernel consists of bran (13-17%), 
germ (2-3%), and endosperm (80-85%), which is illustrated in Figure 2. The main 
constituents of bran are water-insoluble fiber such as cellulose and other non-starch 
polysaccharides. The germ is the embryo of wheat, is rich in lipids (8-13%) and protein 
(~25%). Endosperm comprises the aleurone layer and starch granules filled endosperm 
cell. Wheat flour is derived from the endosperm cell. Wheat flour consists mainly of 
starch (70-75%), water (14%) and protein (10-12%), non-starch polysaccharides (2-3%), 
arabinoxylans in particular, and lipids (2%)(Goesaert et al. 2005). Each of these 
constituents in wheat flour influences processing properties of wheat to some extent, and 
is briefly described below.  
1.2.1 Starch  
Starch is the dominant constituent in wheat flour. Starch is produced by green plants for 
energy storage over long periods. It is synthesized in a granular form by photosynthesis 
and is mainly found in seeds, roots, and tubers, as well as in stems, leaves, fruits and even 
pollen. Starch, presented as intracellular water-insoluble granules, change in shapes, sizes, 
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Figure 2. Wheat grain from Encyclopaedia Britannica 
(Source: http://www.britannica.com) 
and distributions in the different  plant (Pérez and Bertoft 2010). Starch granules have a 
diversity of shape, such as spherical, oval, polygonal, lenticular, elongated, kidney shapes 
and so on. Diameters of starch granules vary from submicron to 100 µm. In wheat, rye 
and barley starches show a bimodal size distribution. The small (B) granules are spherical, 
while the large (A) granules are lenticular (Goesaert et al. 2005). The diameter of small 
starch granules in wheat is 2-3 µm and that of large granules is 22-36 µm (Pérez and 
Bertoft 2010).  The diameter of starch granules for maize is 5-20 µm, for rice is 3-8 µm 
and for potato is 15-75 µm. 
Starch occurs as semi-crystalline granules in wheat kernel. The major components of 
starch are the glucose polymers amylose and amylopectin. Normal starch, such as normal 
maize, rice, wheat, and potato, contains about 70–80% amylopectin and 20–30% amylose 
(Pérez and Bertoft 2010). Amylose biosynthesis is controlled by an enzyme called 
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granule-bound starch synthase (Wrigley and Batey 2003). In wheat, this enzyme is coded 
for on chromosomes 7A, 7D, and 4A. There are cultivars and lines in which one or more 
of these three enzymes are missing, leading to a reduction of amylose content in grain. 
The absence of all these three enzymes results in waxy wheat, which has a very low level 
of amylose (less than 3%). Amylose is a primarily linear polysaccharide, consisting of α-
(1,4)-linked D-glucopyranosyl units with a degree of polymerization (DP) in the range of 
500–6000 glucose residues. In contrast, amylopectin is a very large, highly branched 
polysaccharide with a DP ranging from 3×105 to 3×106 glucose units. It is composed of 
chains of α-(1,4)-linked D-glucopyranosyl residues which are interlinked by the α-(1,6)-
bonds(Zobel 1988). Amylose has a high tendency to retrograde and to produce tough gels 
and strong films. Amylopectin, dispersed in water, is more stable and produces soft gels 
and weak films.  
1.2.2 Protein 
Protein is the major determinants of end-use quality in wheat (Shewry and Halford 2002; 
Shewry et al. 2001b). Kernel protein content in wheat varies between 8 and 17 percent, 
depending on genetic make-up and external factors associated with the crop (Peña et al. 
2002). Flour protein is comprised of non-gluten protein and gluten protein (Békés 2012a; 
Goesaert et al. 2005; Veraverbeke and Delcour 2002). Non-gluten proteins, accounting 
for 15-20% of total wheat protein, mainly occur in the outer layers of the wheat kernel. 
Most non-gluten proteins are extractable in water or dilute salt solutions, and belong to 
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the Osborne albumin (soluble in water) and globulin fractions (soluble in salt solutions). 
Most of the physiologically active proteins, such as enzymes, in wheat kernels belong to 
albumin and globulin groups. Gluten proteins, accounting for 80-85% of total wheat 
protein, are main storage protein in wheat and belong to the prolamin class of seed 
storage protein. The gluten protein forms a continuous matrix around the starch granules 
in the endosperm of mature wheat grain. Gluten proteins are known as prolamins because 
of high content of proline and glutamine amino acid residues in their structures (Barak et 
al. 2015). With the exceptions of oats and rice, which have a high level of globulin 
storage protein, the major endosperm storage proteins of all cereal grains are prolamins 
(Shewry and Halford 2002).   
Gluten is formed during dough mixing. Gluten is what we get when we wash a wheat 
flour dough in water to remove soluble components and starch, and it is a mixture of 
protein, lipids, and carbohydrates. The low solubility of gluten proteins in water or dilute 
salt solutions is due to their low content of amino acids with ionizable side chains and 
high contents of non-polar amino acids and glutamine (Veraverbeke and Delcour 2002). 
Although the gluten protein has a great part of glutamines and prolines, which account 
for more than 50% of amino acid residues, it is poor in lysine and threonine and 
tryptophan (Eliasson et al. 1993; Shewry and Halford 2002).Gluten protein is the main 
structure-forming protein in the wheat dough, and plays a major role in the breadmaking 
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by providing viscoelasticity to the dough, holding gas, and forming crumb structure 
(Gallagher et al. 2004).  
Gluten protein can be classified into two groups, gliadins and glutenins (Goesaert et al. 
2005). Gliadins are a highly heterogeneous mixture of monomeric gluten proteins (single 
chain polypeptides) with molecular weight varying between 28,000 and 55,000 (Wieser 
2007). Disulphide bonds are either absent or present as intrachain crosslinks. The gliadins 
conformations are stabilized by hydrogen bonding and hydrophobic interaction (Eliasson 
et al. 1993).  Gliadins have four types (α, β, γ, and ω-gliadins) based on gel 
electrophoresis, with α-gliadins the fastest moving and ω-gliadins the slowest moving 
(Eliasson et al. 1993). The four types also differ in cysteine content and hydrophobicity. 
In terms of proportion, α/β- and γ-gliadins are major components, whereas the ω-gliadins 
occur in much lower proportions (Wieser 2007). Amino acid sequences of α-type and γ-
type gliadins are related to the low-molecular-weight glutenin subunits ( LMW-GS), and 
are classified as sulfur-rich prolamins (Shewry and Halford 2002). The ω-type gliadins 
lack cysteine residues and also have a very low level of methionine, and are classified 
separately as sulfur-poor prolamins (Shewry and Halford 2002). Lack of cysteine 
residues for ω-type gliadins prevent forming disulfide crosslink. Gliadins are controlled 
by genes in the Gli-1 ( γ- and ω-gliadins ) and Gli-2 loci ( α- and β-gliadins ), which are 
located on the short arm of group 1 and group 6 chromosomes, respectively (Jackson et al. 
1983; Souza et al. 2002). Gliadins are soluble in 70% aqueous alcohols, and contribute to 
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dough viscosity and plasticity properties and dough extensibility (Shewry et al. 2001b). 
The composition of the gliadins in wheat differs from variety to variety. As a result of 
this extensive polymorphism, gliadins are used for the identification of the cultivar in 
hexaploid and tetraploid wheat (Barak et al. 2015).  
Glutenins are polymeric gluten protein (multiple polypeptide chains linked by disulphide 
bonds) with molecular weight varying from 80,000 to several million Daltons (Goesaert 
et al. 2005). Glutenins have problems in solubility although a large part of glutenins is 
soluble in dilute acetic acid. The insolubility of glutenins limits the study in detail of the 
structure of glutenins. Glutenins is built on glutenin subunits (GS), which are linked by 
disulfide bonds. Glutenins play a major role in the elastic and strengthening of dough 
(Gupta et al. 1995; Shewry et al. 2001b). Glutenin can be separated into high-molecular-
weight glutenin subunits (HMW-GS) and LMW-GS by sodium dodecyl sulfate 
polyacrylamide-gel electrophoresis (SDS-PAGE) (Jackson et al. 1983; Payne et al. 1981). 
The HMW-GS are a group of proteins which are present in the grain solely as 
components of high molecular mass glutenin polymers and account for about 25–35% of 
the total glutenins (Shewry et al. 2001a). The HMW-GS is considered as the most 
important factor for the formation of large glutenin polymers and for the expression of 
gluten visco-elasticity. Hexaploid bread wheat (genome AABBDD) have six HMW 
subunit genes residing on three Glu-1 loci (Glu-A1, Glu-B1 and Glu-D1), with each Glu-
1 locus consists of two tightly linked genes (encoding one larger molecular weight  x-
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type subunit and one smaller molecular weight  y-type subunit) being presented on long 
arm of chromosomes 1A, 1B and 1D, respectively(Payne 1987).  Some specific genes 
may be silenced, leading to a variation in the number of HMW-GS from three to five in 
different genotypes, with 1Dx, 1Dy and 1Bx subunits being present in all cultivars and 
1Ax and/or 1By subunits only in some cultivars. In most hexaploid wheat, the 1Ay gene 
is inactive. The molecular weight of x-type HMW-GS ranges from 83,000 to 88,000 
while the molecular weight of y-type HMW-GS ranges from 67,000 to 74,000 and the 
ratio of HMW-GS to LMW-GS is about 1:2 while the ratio of x-to y-type HMW-GS is 
about 2.5:1( Wieser 2007). Allelic variations in the subunits are common and are 
identified with different mobility on electrophoresis. Individual subunits or pairs of 
subunits contribute differently to breadmaking performance (Payne 1987), with variation 
in their visco-elastic potential, as is shown though the properties of glutenin polymers and 
aggregates (Peña et al. 2002).  Effects of variation in HMW-GS composition and content 
on gluten structure and properties can be identified by near isogenic and transgenic lines. 
The presence of a 1Ax subunit (compared with the silent or null allele) and the 
chromosome 1D-encoded subunit pair 1Dx5+1Dy10 (compared with the allelic subunit 
pairs 1Dx2+1Dy12, 1Dx3+1Dy12 and 1Dx4+1Dy12) are particularly associated good 
breadmaking quality( Shewry and Halford 2002). 
LMW-GS can be classified into three groups based on electrophoretic mobility in SDS-
PAGE, namely the B, C, and D types, respectively (D'Ovidio and Masci 2004). B-type 
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LMW-GS are the most abundant and have the greatest impact on dough properties 
compared with other two groups. Majority of the B-type LMW-GS act as chain extenders 
of the growing polymers because of their ability to form two inter-molecular disulfide 
bonds, while most of the C- and D -type LMW-GS act as chain terminators of the 
growing polymer since they have only one cysteine available to form an inter-chain 
disulfide bond. LMW-GS with α- and γ-type N-terminal sequences are the most abundant 
proteins in the C- type. Most of the typical LMW-GS are present in the B-type. Based on 
N-terminal amino acid sequences, typical LMW-GS consists of three subgroups, called 
LMW-s, LMW-m, and LMW-i types, respectively. The first amino acid residue of the 
mature protein for these three subgroups are serine, methionine, and isoleucine, 
respectively. LMW-GS are controlled by genes of the Glu-3 complex loci (Glu-A3, Glu-
B3 and Glu-D3), which are located on short arm of chromosomes 1A, 1B and 1D, 
respectively (Jackson et al. 1983; Singh and Shepherd 1985). 
1.2.3 Non-starch polysaccharides 
In cereal science, non-starch polysaccharides are a generic term for arabinoxylans, b-
glucan, cellulose, and arabinogalactan-peptides (Goesaert et al. 2005). The non-starch 
polysaccharides in the endosperm cell walls of wheat constitute up to 75% of cell wall 
dry matter weight and 85% of the non-starch polysaccharides are arabinoxylans (Mares 
and Stone 1973). Some of the arabinoxylans are water soluble, others are not.  Cereal 
arabinoxylans consist of a chain backbone of β-1,4-linked D-xylopyranosyl residues to 
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which α-arabinofuranose units are linked as side branches (Izydorczyk and Biliaderis 
1995). Non-starch polysaccharides can have an effect on dough property. A recent study 
by Garófalo et al. (2011) found that increase of arabinoxylans unextractable content 
increased the resistance to extension and decreased the extensibility.  
1.2.4 Lipids  
Wheat flour contains approximately 2% lipids and the lipid content determined depends 
not only on the genetic and environmental characteristics but also on the milling and lipid 
extraction method (Pareyt et al. 2011). Wheat lipids can be divided into polar and non-
polar lipids. In general, polar lipids make up 70-75% of the total wheat flour lipids. The 
majority of polar lipids of a wheat kernel are present in the starchy endosperm with 
digalactosyldiglycerols, monogalactosyldiglycerols , N-acyl-phosphatidylethanolamine, 
phosphatidylcholine, phosphatidylethanolamine, lysophosphatidylcholine  and 
lysophosphatidylethanolamine (Finnie et al. 2009). The non-polar lipids are 
predominantly present in the germ and aleurone tissues of the wheat kernel, and consist 
of free fatty acids  as well as mono-, di- and triacylglycerols. 
1.3 Breadmaking 
Breadmaking is a dynamic process with continuous physicochemical, microbiological, 
and biochemical changes caused by the mechanical-thermal action and the activity of the 
yeast and lactic acid bacteria together with the activity of the endogenous enzymes 
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(Rosell 2011). There are three main stages in the bread-making process (Scanlon and 
Zghal 2001). The first stage is mixing and development of the dough. Mixing disperses 
the ingredients homogeneously, hydrates the components of wheat flour, supplies the 
necessary mechanical energy for developing the protein network, and incorporates air 
bubbles into the dough. Mixing transforms the various ingredients into the dough. Mixing 
significantly alters the rheological properties of dough. Each dough has to be mixed for 
an optimum time to fully develop, and the fully developed dough has maximum 
resistance to extension. Dough breaks easily and lacks elasticity under insufficient mixing, 
while breaks down and becomes slack and sticky under over mixing.  
The second stage is the formation of a foam structure in the dough. At this stage, yeast in 
the dough will produce carbon dioxide (CO2) by fermentation. Each yeast cell forms a 
center around which CO2 bubbles are released. Thousands of tiny bubbles, each 
surrounded by a thin film of gluten, grow as fermentation proceeds. CO2 diffuses through 
the aqueous dough phase and is restrained within the gas cells formed during the mixing 
process. CO2 produced by continuous fermentation process will lead to gas cell 
expansion, which makes loaf volume increase. Dough punching and sheeting are also 
common in this process to improve the number and size distribution of gas cells by 
subdivision. Kneading or remixing of the dough favors the release of large gas bubbles, 
resulting in a more even distribution of the bubbles within the dough. The dough is 
molded at the end of the fermentation process.  
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The last stage is stabilization of the porous structure. In this stage, dough baked in the 
oven further expand till the starch begins to gelatinize.  Bread with high loaf volume and 
fine and regular crumb texture is desirable. The size, distribution, growth, and failure of 
the gas bubbles released during proofing and baking have a major impact on the final 
quality of the bread in terms of both appearance (texture) and final volume(Rosell 2011). 
To achieve a large loaf volume, wheat flour must have the characteristics that enable 
dough to sufficiently extend to respond to gas pressure yet strong enough to prevent the 
coalescence of gas cell, meanwhile provide dough good extensibility under baking. Peña 
et al. (2002) concluded that a combination of bread formula, dough viscoelastic 
properties, length of the fermentation stage, and oven-stage conditions should be used to 
determines the size, volume, crust thickness, and crumb structure of a given type of bread. 
1.4 Indirect methods for evaluating breadmaking quality 
Breadmaking quality of wheat is a complex trait and is affected by bread formula, dough 
viscoelastic properties, length of the fermentation stage, and oven-stage conditions (Peña 
et al. 2002). The rheological properties of dough are an essential factor in the 
determination of bread quality. Doughs that are too strong do not allow proper 
development of the bubbles and result in the formation of dense, unpalatable loaves of 
small volume, while doughs that are too weak cannot retain the bubbles and result in 
large holes in the loaf or in the collapse of the loaf. To be qualified for breadmaking, the 
dough must be able to retain gases produced by yeast fermentation as discrete gas cells 
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for a sufficiently long period during proofing and baking processes while being 
extensible to prevent rupture of the membranes between gas cells. The growth and 
stability of dough bubbles are essential to the texture and volume of final bread loaf. 
Although full-scale tests, including milling and baking, is the most direct way for 
evaluation of breadmaking quality, it is costly, time-consuming, labor-intensive, and 
requires a large amount of grain, which is usually not available in an early-breeding 
generation. According to Gupta et al. (1993), the early generation test for breadmaking 
quality should have characters such as the use of small sample sizes, high throughputs, 
high repeatability and the ability to measure genetic variance related to functional 
properties of samples used for final quality assessment. At present, various indirect 
methods have been used to evaluate the gluten performance and baking quality. Among 
the chemical predictive tests are NIR analysis of grain hardness and protein, gluten index 
and sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS) sedimentation analysis of gluten strength, SDS-PAGE 
analysis of gluten proteins, Zeleny sedimentation test, solvent retention capacity (SRC) 
and the raid visco analyzer (RVA) analysis of starch. Recently, a rapid small-scale (7 min, 
8.5 g flour) technique (GlutoPeak test, GPT) was reported and used to evaluate wheat 
quality based on gluten aggregation behavior (Bouachra et al. 2017; Marti et al. 2015). 
Rheological methods like Alveograph and Extensograph tests for dough viscoelasticity 
and Farinograph and Mixograph tests for dough mixing properties have been also used to 
evaluate the gluten strength and remain reliable techniques in quality testing. These 
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rheological methods are described in more detail in Wheat Marketing Center, Wheat and 
Flour Testing Methods: A Guide to Understanding Wheat and Flour Quality, Version 2, 
Kansas State University, September 2008. 
In addition to the chemical and rheological methods, biotechnology is also used to predict 
breadmaking quality of test lines. Allelic variation in the composition of the HMW-GS 
and LWM-GS greatly influence dough properties (Payne 1987). By using molecular 
marker linked with glutenin gene breeders can identify lines that are likely to be of higher 
quality based on genotype screening. Several makers related to wheat quality has been 
used in breeding already (Liu et al. 2012). Progress is also made in differentiating LMW-
GS alleles among different genotypes. For example, a rapid, simple, and accurate method 
named as  matrix-assisted laser desorption/ionization time-of-flight mass spectrometry 
(MALDI-TOF-MS) is used for LMW-GS alleles identification (Wang et al. 2015). 
Although content and composition of HMW-GS has a major effect on gluten 
viscoelasticity and can modify the size of the glutenin polymers and their aggregative 
properties, HMW-GS are not the sole determinants of breadmaking performance, which 
makes predicting the breadmaking performance of a cultivar based on its HMW-GS 
quality score not always reliable (Shewry et al. 2001a). 
Last but not least, predictive models applying genetic and biochemical data is used to 
relate structure/composition to function/functionality in cereal science (Békés et al. 2006). 
The statistical approach is frequently used to relate end-product quality to genes involved 
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in determining certain attributes of quality or relate the protein composition to certain 
quality traits. It has two different experimental approaches: (i) direct measurements of 
quality traits on samples with the systematically altered chemical composition; (ii) 
relating quality and chemical composition/genetics of large sample populations using 
statistical methods.  
1.5 Main factors influencing breadmaking quality  
Bread quality is a very subjective term that greatly depends on individual consumer 
perception. A bread with high breadmaking scores based on instrumental measurements 
may not gain favor by a consumer. Rosell (2011) recently suggested a global concept of 
bread quality which is integrated by instrumental attributes, sensory sensations, and 
nutritional aspects. Instrumental attributes are those that can be objectively measured, 
such as loaf volume, weight, specific volume, moisture content, water activity, color of 
crust and crumb, crust crispiness, crumb hardness, image analysis of the cell distribution 
within the loaf slice, and volatile composition. Sensory sensations include descriptive 
attributes related to consumer quality perceptions, such as visual appearance, taste, odor, 
and tactile and oral texture. Nutritional aspects attributes are related to healthiness and 
functionality of the bread products, such as dietary fiber, enrichment. This study only 
focuses on bread quality associated with instrumental attributes for breadmaking. 
Although breadmaking is influenced by many factors, only some main factors are 
mentioned here. 
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1.5.1 Protein quantity and quality  
Although protein accounts for less than 20% of wheat flour constitution, it is the most 
important component determining breadmaking quality. Both quantity and quality of 
proteins have a significant effect on breadmaking performance. There is a strong linear 
relationship within a cultivar between flour protein content and loaf volume, with a 
higher level of protein content being associated with larger loaf volume. But flour protein 
content alone cannot explain all the variation in bread-making quality (Finney 1948; 
Weegels et al. 1996), and the effect of protein quality on breadmaking is also significant 
(Békés 2012a; Goesaert et al. 2005; Peña et al. 2002). Therefore, to achieve good 
breadmaking quality, flour must not only have a high protein content but also have a high 
percentage of desired protein. Study on protein quality is mainly focused on gluten 
protein quality because it plays a major role in breadmaking quality. Gluten protein 
quality is reflected in three aspects, which are gliadins/ glutenin ratio, glutenin quality, 
gliadin quality.  
1.5.1.1 Gliadins/ glutenin ratio 
To produce high quality bread, the dough should have an adequate balance of viscosity 
and elasticity/strength. Total protein content and gliadin-to-glutenin ratio independently 
affected dough and baking properties (Uthayakumaran et al. 1999). Gliadins/glutenin 
ratio is a ratio of monomeric to polymeric protein. Gliadins/ glutenin ratio is important to 
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breadmaking quality because it determines the balance between viscosity and 
elasticity/strength. Gliadin and glutenin play a different role in the dough. Glutenin 
polymers form a continuous network which provides strength and elasticity to the dough 
while gliadins provide viscosity to the dough. At constant protein content, increases in 
glutenin-to-gliadin ratio were associated with increases in mixing time, mixograph peak 
resistance, maximum resistance to extension, and loaf volume, and with decreases in 
extensibility (Uthayakumaran et al. 1999). 
1.5.1.2 Glutenin quality 
Glutenin quality is more important than gliadin/glutenin ratio in determining 
breadmaking quality. Wheat glutenin is a heterogeneous mixture of disulfide-stabilized 
polymers of HMW-GS and LMW-GS. Both HMW-GS and LMW-GS affect dough 
strength.  Although HMW-GS (Glu-1) has a far greater effect than LMW-GS (Glu-3) on 
dough viscoelasticity, the interaction of Glu-1 and Glu-3 are important to form polymer 
(Gupta et al. 1995). Glutenin quality is associated with glutenin composition, glutenin 
structure, and glutenin size distribution (Veraverbeke and Delcour 2002).  
Glutenin composition is determined by HMW-GS/ LMW-GS ratio, HMW-GS quality, 
and LMW-GS quality. HMW-GS/LMW-GS ratios varying between 0.18 and 0.74 have 
been reported for wheat glutenin (Veraverbeke and Delcour 2002). Variations in the 
HMW-GS/LMW-GS ratio found in different studies may be partly due to differences in 
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the glutenin fraction under study or to differences in the detection method. HMW-GS 
quality is affected by the kinds of glutenin subunits in the polymers and proportions of x- 
and y-type HMW-GS (Payne et al. 1987).  The x-type and the y-type HMW-GS differ 
both in size and structure of the repetitive domain and in the number and distribution of 
cysteine residues, therefore have a different effect on breadmaking quality. For example, 
the presence of a 1Ax subunit is always superior to the silent or null allele and the subunit 
pair 1Dx5+1Dy10 are particularly associated good breadmaking quality compared with 
the allelic subunit pairs 1Dx2+1Dy12, 1Dx3+1Dy12 and 1Dx4+1Dy12 ( Shewry  2003). 
Subunit 1Dx5, 1By9 and 1Dy10 are related positively to loaf volume, and subunits 1By8 
and 1Dy12 are related negatively (Weegels et al. 1996). LMW-GS quality is affected by 
the glutenin subunits composition and size, and by the number and location of cysteine 
residues available for inter-chain disulfide bond formation. The role of LMW-GS 
composition in a variation of glutenin quality is reflected by differences in B-type/C-type 
LMW-GS ratio, in the quality of individual B-type and C-type LMW-GS, and in the 
quantity of D-type LMW-GS (Veraverbeke and Delcour 2002).  
Glutenin structure is the way how different GS are assembled. Gluten structure is affected 
by classes of glutenin subunits in gluten and the number and location of cysteine residues 
in glutenin subunit (Veraverbeke and Delcour 2002). Inter-chain disulfide bonds between 
cysteine residues link glutenin subunits in glutenin polymers. Polymers could consist 
solely of LMW-GS or could be a mixed of both HMW-GS and LMW-GS. Disulfide 
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bonding patterns might differ for different HMW-GS or LMW-GS. Glutenin subunits 
could be randomly associated or specifically associated by inter-chain disulfide bonds, 
and could be linearly associated or associated with the branch. Inter-chain/intra-chain 
disulfide bond can form between two different glutenin subunits, within a glutenin 
subunit, or between HMW-GS and LMW-GS. The repetitive domains of glutenin 
subunits that have a high potential for hydrogen bonding due to their high glutamine 
content are thought to interact with each other though aligned β-structures (Veraverbeke 
and Delcour 2002). This secondary structure of glutenin subunits directly determines the 
noncovalent interaction potential of glutenin chains with each other and with other flour 
components. 
Size distributions of glutenin protein are expressed by the percentage of unextractable 
polymeric protein in total polymeric protein. The importance of glutenin size distribution 
in breadmaking is reflected by the fact that only the polymeric protein above a certain 
size will contribute to the elasticity of the glutenin polymer network (Goesaert et al. 2005; 
Gupta et al. 1993; Orth and Bushuk 1972). Glutenin size distribution is influenced by the 
sizes of the constituent glutenin subunits and the number, position, and 
reactivity/accessibility of cysteine residues that are potentially involved in inter-chain 
disulfide bond (Veraverbeke and Delcour 2002). Glutenin size distribution affects the 
degree of aggregation. The HMW-GS have more aggregated polymers and are present in 
the grain solely as components of high molecular mass glutenin polymers (Shewry et al. 
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2001a). Dough strength is related to the amount and properties of the high molecular 
mass glutenin polymers. Glutenin macropolymer content can explain variation in loaf 
volume as well as, or far better than flour protein content, and could be an important 
quality parameter in determining the bread-making quality of flour (Weegels et al. 1996).  
A higher HMW-GS/LMW-GS ratio would lead to a higher proportion of large size 
polymers and thus possibly to a higher glutenin quality.  
1.5.1.3 Gliadin quality 
Understanding of the relationship between the gliadins and the dough rheology still 
remain the major objectives of cereal biochemistry and rheology (Barak et al. 2015). 
Because LMW-GS genes are tightly linked to some gliadin genes, an effect ascribed to 
gliadin may be probably due to LMW-GS genes, which add difficulty to the study of the 
function of gliadins on gluten (Metakovsky et al. 1997). The effect of gliadins is more 
clearly reflected in the alternation of rheological properties such as viscosity and 
elasticity by changing the balance between gliadins and glutenins. During formation of 
the dough, the gliadins act as a “plasticizer” and promote the viscous flow and 
extensibility (Barak et al. 2015). They might also interact through hydrophobic 
interactions and hydrogen bonds. Cysteine containing gliadins (α-, β-, and γ -gliadins) are 
covalently bound to glutenin polymers and they can also be linked by intrachain disulfide 
bonds (Wieser 2007). The addition of all gliadin fractions resulted in decreased mixing 
time, peak resistance, maximum resistance to extension, and loaf height, and in increased 
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resistance breakdown and extensibility (Uthayakumaran et al. 2001).  A study by Redaelli 
et al. (1997) also identified strong positive effects on dough extensibility by Gli-D1 
(gliadins)/Glu-D3 (LMW-GS) alleles. 
1.5.2 Kernel hardness 
Kernel hardness has significant impacts on milling, baking and qualities of wheat by 
influencing milling duration, milling energy requirements, and the level of starch damage 
produced in the milled flour (Pasha et al. 2010). Kernel hardness is controlled by a gene 
coding for puroindolines on chromosome 5DS (Morris 2002). When both puroindolines 
are in their wild type, grain texture is soft. When either one of the puroindolines is absent 
or altered by mutation, then the result is hard texture. Soft wheat kernels are easy to be 
fractured, which results in the production of a large number of intact starch granules in 
flour. In contrast, hard wheat kernels are difficult to crush and grind and consume more 
power in the flour mill. Flour produced from hard wheat has much greater levels of 
damaged starch than that of flours of soft wheat. Damaged starch, by exposing its 
components (amylose and amylopectin) to interact with other constituents of the baking 
formula, influences importantly the water absorption and fermentation time requirements 
of bread-making doughs, as well as the staling and crumb textural properties of bread. 
The damaged starch has a higher water absorption capacity and is more readily 
hydrolyzed by α- amylase, making hard wheat more suitable for leavened breads.  Flour 
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of soft wheat is more suitable for cookies, cakes, pastries and confections due to less 
protein and starch damage. 
1.5.3 Starch 
Starch is the major component of wheat flour. Starch has two important roles in the 
breadmaking process: as a substrate for yeast, through its breakdown by amylolytic 
enzymes to maltose, and secondly, by its contribution to the physical structure of the 
finished product (Hajselova and Alldrick 2003).  It has been long recognized that starch 
from different cultivars has varying properties in viscosity and granule-size distribution. 
One of the most important physical properties of starch is its ability to form pastes on 
heating in water. Pasting performance of wheat flours during cooking and cooling 
involves many processes, such as swelling, deformation, fragmentation, disintegration, 
solubilization, and reaggregation, that take place in a very complex media primarily 
governed by starch granule behavior (Rosell 2011). The temperature at which the 
granules swell and burst to form these pastes depends upon the botanical source of starch.  
The effect of starch on baking performance is due to its physical and chemical properties 
such as crystallinity, granule size distribution, gelatinization and retrogradation behavior 
(Eliasson 2003).  According to Rosell (2011), starch granules absorb the water available 
in the medium and swell during baking. Amylose chains leach out into the aqueous 
intergranular phase, promoting the increase in viscosity that continues until the 
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temperature constraint leads to the physical breakdown of the granules, which is 
associated with a reduction in viscosity. During cooling of the loaf, the gelation process 
of the starch takes place, in which the amylose chains leached outside the starch granules 
during heating are prompted to recrystallize. The reassociation between the starch 
molecules, especially amylose, results in the formation of a gel structure. This stage is 
related to the retrogradation and reordering of the starch molecules. These properties 
depend on starch granules structure (size, shape and size distribution) and composition 
(proportions of large and small starch granules, the ratio of amylose to amylopectin), 
which are influenced by genotype (hardness or softness) and wheat processing 
(cultivation, drying, milling). 
Falling Number (FN) and starch damage are often used as a measure of starch quality. FN 
is an indirect measurement of α-amylase activity based on viscosity. Flour with a too low 
FN and too high starch damage is not suitable for breadmaking. A low FN is usually 
indicative of a high α-amylase activity. Sprout damage can lead to high hydrolytic 
enzyme activity in flour. Damaged starch is rapidly hydrolyzed by amylases. 
Gelatinization parameters are shifted to a lower value for damaged starch. The 
gelatinization of starch is important for the fixation of the crumb.  The recrystallization of 
amylopectin is the major factor for the staling of bread. 
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1.5.4 Environment  
Environment influence breadmaking quality by directly affecting wheat quality. Both 
genetics, management and environment can have an effect on wheat quality (Vázquez et 
al. 2012). Although many environmental factors can affect wheat quality, the main 
factors include soil nutrition, temperature, and soil moisture.  
Insufficient nitrogen will lead to low grain yield and grain protein content which will 
have a negative effect on breadmaking quality.  A recent study by Ransom et al. (2016) 
found that post-anthesis foliar application of urea-ammonium nitrate mixed with equal 
part water increased grain protein levels by up to one percent for hard red spring wheat. 
Deficiency of sulfur will have a negative effect on dough extensibility.  A study by 
Järvan et al. (2017) claimed that sulfur application significantly increased the bread 
volume. 
 High post-anthesis temperatures affect grain functional properties (Nuttall et al. 2017). 
Chronic high temperatures (up to 30 °C) and heat shock (greater than 30 °C ) during 
grain filling  period alters the composition of both protein and starch within the grain, 
which adversely effects end-use properties such as dough strength, extensibility and loaf 
volume. Despite grain protein content increasing under high temperature, high 
temperature stress reduces the glutenin/gliadin ratio and limits the synthesis of the larger 
SDS-insoluble glutenin polymers which causes the wheat dough to have weaker 
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viscoelasticity properties. Under heat stress during grain filling the amylose/amylopectin 
ratio increases which causes a reduction in dough elasticity. The size distribution of 
starch granules is also modified. High temperature during grain filling will cause 
weakening of the dough in the resulting mature grain (Graybosch et al. 1995). To 
describe the change in dough-protein function due to heat stress during the grain filling 
(>30 °C), several hypotheses have been proposed (Blumenthal et al. 1998; Nuttall et al. 
2017).   The first hypothesis is the glutenin synthesis is decreased during heat stress while 
gliadin synthesis is not changed, which causes a reduction in the glutenin/gliadin ratio, 
leading to weaker dough properties. The second hypothesis is that  proportion of larger 
sized glutenin polymers in the mature grain, which is correlated with dough strength, are 
reduced due to heat stress. The third hypothesis is the synthesis of heat shock proteins 
(HSP), which could prevail in the mature grain, weakens the dough structure. The last 
hypothesis is the polymerization process of gluten proteins is disrupted due to HSP 
inducing disaggregation and hydrolysing of proteins under heat stress conditions. 
Rain at harvest will cause pre-sprout damage, which lead to increased level of hydrolytic 
enzymes in grain (Wrigley and Batey 2003).   
1.6 Breeding for improvement of bread-making quality  
Bread wheat quality improvement at CIMMYT has mainly focused on guaranteeing good 
gluten quality (diverse levels of gluten strength combined with good extensibility) at 
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medium protein content levels, in semi-hard or hard grains (Guzman et al. 2016). Peña et 
al. (2002) stressed three aspects that breeders should work on to develop wheat cultivars 
for specific food markets, which include 1) understanding the genetic control of specific 
grain components; 2) understanding the relationship between grain composition and 
processing qualities; 3) achieving rapid identification and manipulation of quality-related 
traits by using quick, reliable, low-cost methodologies for testing quality. 
Genetic analysis has identified multiple genetic loci associated with wheat quality.  By 
using 226 F5 recombinant inbred lines (RILs) derived from cross between the Swiss 
winter wheat variety ‘Forno’ and the Swiss winter spelt  variety ‘Oberkulmer’ growing in 
four field trials in Swiss, Zanetti et al. (2001) found nine QTLs for protein content and 10 
QTLs for kernel hardness, accounting for 51% and 54% of phenotypic variance, 
respectively. Zanetti et al. (2001) reported that reasons for the low number of genes 
detected or estimated in some study might due to the difference in the genetic background, 
population size, number of environments and maker coverage. Zanetti et al. (2001) 
suggested that cross between genetically narrow elite lines might be advantageous for 
improving breadmaking quality due to the conservation of optimal trait and gene 
combinations. Using 194 F7 RILs growing six locations in France in 1998, Groos et al. 
(2003) identified ten chromosomal regions associated with kernel protein content, with 
individual R2 ranging from 4.2 to 10.4%, and four QTLs on chromosomes 2A, 3A, 4D 
and 7D were stable QTLs and were detected in at least four of the six locations, each 
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explaining about 10% of the phenotypic variation of kernel protein content. Using the 
same population, Groos et al. (2007) later found six genetic regions associated with the 
bread volume, locating on 1A, 1B, 3A, 5B, 7A, and 7B, respectively. Among these QTLs 
the one on 1B was the strongest, explaining from 10.7 to 17.2% of loaf volume, but this 
QTL was only detected in two locations. Two other QTLs on chromosomes 3A and 7A 
were consistently detected in all locations and for the mean, although they have smaller 
effects. By using a 182 doubled haploid (DH) lines as mapping population growing in 
three years at three locations, McCartney et al. (2006) identified 99 QTLs over 18 wheat 
chromosomes controlling 41 quality traits in the RL4452/‘AC Domain’ population. Of 
the 99 QTLs 44 were mapped to three major QTL clusters on chromosomes 1B, 4D and 
7D, while the remaining 55 quality QTLs mapped to other regions of the genome.  Using 
105 RIL population (F8) growing in 6 environments,  Elangovan et al. (2008) found 
significant QTLs governing loaf volume on chromosomes 2A, 5D and 6D, which 
explained 7–36% phenotypic variance, and a total of 30 QTLs for loaf volume were 
identified on 12 chromosomes.  Recently genotyping-by-sequencing (GBS) though Next-
Generation sequencing was used to identify QTLs for end-use quality in hard spring 
wheat. According to Boehm et al. (2017), 79 putative QTL controlling the 11 end-use 
quality traits were identified by using 132 F6:8 RILs derived from ‘Butte86’ and 
‘ND2603’.   One major QTL and five minor QTLs were identified for loaf volume at four 
genomic regions on chromosomes 1BL, 3BS and 5AS. The major QTL on 5AS explained 
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15% of the variation in loaf volume. QTLs controlling multiple quality traits were 
detected on chromosomes 1BL, 5AS, 7AS, 7AL and 7BS. 
Studies on the relationship between grain composition and processing qualities found that 
protein composition and content are the most important factors determining processing 
qualities. Genetic engineering has been used to study the effect of HMW-GS on dough 
properties (Shewry et al. 2001b). For example, bread wheat with an over expression of a 
specific HMW subunit transgenes has been used to confirm the effects of additional 
subunits on dough properties, and lines with mutant HMW subunits genes has been used 
to explore the mechanism of gluten elasticity. Content and composition of HMG-GS and 
LMW-GS have a major effect on gluten viscoelasticity as it modifies the size of the 
glutenin polymers and their aggregative properties. Quality improvement is achieved by 
altering the storage protein composition though introducing additional copies of HMW or 
LWM glutenin subunit genes or silencing gliadin. 
To facilitate rapid identification and selection of genotypes with enhanced baking and 
processing quality in plant breeding program and classification of flour quality in milling 
and food-processing, quality parameters and molecular markers have been used in 
breeding programs. For example, as reported by Guzman et al. (2016), the following 
analyses and traits are currently routinely tested for the samples of the bread wheat 
breeding program at CIMMYT: grain image analysis for test weight and thousand kernel 
weight, visual grain inspection  for  grain color, grain analysis by NIR  for hardness, 
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protein and moisture content, milling analysis for  flour yield, flour analysis by NIR  for 
protein, ash and moisture content, mixograph analysis for water absorption and optimum 
mixing time and torque of dough, SDS-sedimentation analysis of flour quality, 
alveograph analysis for gluten strength and extensibility of dough,  and end-use product 
testing for loaf  volume and crumb structure.  Michel et al. (2017) recently reported that 
GlutoPeak was a good rapid test to predict dough quality and gluten peak indices 
generated from GlutoPeak had a high correlation with the Alevograph W value and 
energy of the Extensograph. But GlutoPeak was relatively weak to predict extensibility, 
where protein content had a better prediction accuracy.    
Molecular marker assisted selection (MAS) has the advantages of high-throughput testing 
and unaffected by the growing environment and growth stage, and has a great potential to 
increase breeding efficiency. Wheat breeders routinely exploit variation in HMW subunit 
composition by MAS to determine the effects of additional, novel and mutant subunits on 
grain functional properties and then to make a selection for optimal combinations of 
subunits for different end uses, with highly viscoelastic doughs for breadmaking and 
more extensible doughs for cakes and biscuits. But the application of MAS for quality 
improvement still face some challenge. Langridge et al. (2001) reported some difficulties 
on MAS for breadmaking quality improvement in wheat, which include: 1) wide range of 
end uses and each with differing but specific quality requirements restricted the diversity 
of germplasm that can be used in a specific program; 2) the complexity of the polyploid 
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wheat genome restricted the identification of genes related to breadmaking quality; 3) 
low level of polymorphism in bread wheat restricted marker development and application 
of molecular markers. In addition, information on glutenin genes alone is not always 
reliable to predict final baking quality. Because breadmaking quality is affected not only 
by the combination of subunits of gluten but also by the amount of protein and protein 
types. As reported by Weegels et al. (1996), although particular glutenin subunits or 
glutenin alleles may contribute to breadmaking quality, the effect was always small and 
insufficient to predict the quality of wheat for industrial processing. In contrast, total 
glutenin and glutenin macropolymer content can give a much better prediction of 
breadmaking quality. This may explain why some cultivar having poor HMW-GS 
combinations still have good baking performance.  A relatively high crude protein and 
gluten content may compensate the poor HMW-GS combination. 
In recent year, genomic selection has been used in place of MAS in the breeding program 
because genomic selection has genome-wide marker coverage and can select both large 
and small effect genetic loci. Genomic selection is to establish a prediction model using 
the phenotypic records and molecular marker data of a training population growing in 
several environments and then use the model to obtain genomic estimated breeding 
values (GEBV) for a selection or validation population of individuals that have not been 
phenotyped yet but whose marker assay are available (Heffner et al. 2011). The 
correlation of the GEBV and phenotype was taken as the accuracy of genomic prediction. 
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Genomic selection has better selection response than phenotypic selection for the trait of 
low heritability, but even for the trait of high heritability, genomic selection is desirable if 
genomic selection cycles are shorter and less expensive than phenotypic selection cycles 
(Heffner et al. 2011). In wheat, improvement of grain quality traits such as resistance to 
preharvest sprouting, flour yield, flour protein, softness, gluten strength, and water 
absorption have been conducted by genomic selection because these traits are polygenic 
and require significant resources for accurate phenotyping (Heffner et al. 2011). 
Phenotyping methods for some traits, such as preharvest sprouting, milling and baking 
quality, are even destructive, making early-generation testing of large population difficult. 
Whole genome prediction model for end-use quality in CIMMYT bread wheat breeding 
program has been developed and validated (Battenfield et al. 2016), and authors 
concluded that genome selection is a powerful tool to facilitate early generation selection 
for end-use quality in wheat since larger populations will be saved for selection on year 
during advanced testing, which increases genetic gain for both quality and yield 
improvement.  
Although information on glutenin genes alone is not always reliable to predict final 
baking quality, glutenin subunits or alleles could be used as indicators of quality for 
breeding purposes, when only small amounts of material are available and fast, small-
scale quality prediction is necessary (Weegels et al. 1996). For example, parental lines for 
the crosses in CIMMYT are analyzed for glutenin composition at the Glu-1 and Glu-3 
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loci by SDS-PAGE to have a complete genetic profile in terms of quality of these lines 
(Guzman et al. 2016). A combination of rapid small-scale quality test with genomic 
selection will be more reliable for development of advanced lines possessing more 
desirable quality attributes for breadmaking. For example, a study by Michel et al. (2017) 
found that combining GlutoPeak with genomic selection resulted in a higher accuracy 
than either method alone for predicting baking quality in wheat breeding. A study by 
Hayes et al. (2017) suggested that incorporating near infrared and nuclear magnetic 
resonance phenotypes in the multi-trait approach increased the accuracy of genomic 
prediction for most quality traits.  
Although these indirect tests will facilitate breeding for end-use quality, no one is perfect 
in predicting breadmaking quality. The lack of prediction power of all the indirect tests is 
probably due to the complexity of breadmaking, which is a dynamic process with 
continuous physicochemical, microbiological, and biochemical changes, and was affected 
by many factors such as flour composition and quality, bread formula, dough viscoelastic 
properties, length of the fermentation stage, oven-stage conditions, and the skill of baker. 
As indicated by Oliver and Allen (1992), optimum dough strength and extensibility 
change with the type of breads and type of technologies.  Some other problems associated 
with earlier generation selection for breadmaking quality has been reviewed by Békés 
(2012b), which include breeding for quality is not as straight forward, analysis of quality 
requires significant quantity of grain, grain-quality analysis is time and labor intensive, 
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enormous numbers of lines and the small sample size, earlier generations possess a high 
degree of heterozygosity, breadmaking quality has a low heritability, breeding lines are 
differentiated from unreplicated trials, breadmaking quality highly influenced by 
environment.  
The requirement for more desirable rapid small-scale quality tests is still needed to be 
met. Such a test should be stable in the diverse environment, easy to use, require short 
time and small sample size, and be able to clearly distinguish between genotypes. We 
should also be aware that bread quality evaluated based on instrumental measurements 
alone may not lead to a successful product in the market since consumer preferences and 
healthy concepts are also need to be considered. Besides the existing problems with end-
use quality prediction, quality stability is also a challenge. Stability in quality for end-
users, such as millers and bakers, is different from stability in yield for breeder. As 
described by Peterson et al. (1992), consistency in quality characteristics of cultivars is 
very important for end-users, regardless of changing cultivars ranks, as it requires fewer 
changes in processing methods. The milling and baking industries require high levels of 
uniformity for modern, high-speed processing (Peterson et al. 1998).The ideal cultivars 
should have an optimal mean value with very low variance in parameters when measured 
across environments. Importance of growing environment on grain quality reminds  us 
that, in wheat breeding, quality objectives should be set considering both the genotype’s 
intrinsic quality, the environment of the targeted wheat-producing area, and the potential 
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interactions between genotype, environment and crop management (Vázquez et al. 2012). 
Wheat buyers should be aware that a given genotype could produce very different wheat 
quality in different environments. 
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Chapter 2: Using gluten index to improve spring wheat loaf volume prediction 
Abstract  
Wheat (Triticum aestivum L.) is the most widely cultivated crop in the world and 
contributes about 20% of the total dietary calories and proteins globally. Unique 
properties of doughs formed from wheat flour make it feasible to produce a range of food, 
including bread. Loaf volume is the most perceptible indicator for breadmaking quality. 
Selection in the early generations for loaf volume is difficult due to the requirement of 
the large volume of grains and due to the costly, time-consuming, and labor-intensive 
evaluation process. Identification of simple and reliable predictive tests for loaf volume is 
highly desirable. This study mainly aimed to predict loaf volume by the Gluten Index 
method using the Glutomatic system. The advantages of Gluten Index method for 
measuring the quality of wheat flour is due to the short testing time (approx. 10 min) and 
the small amount of sample required (10 g). The quality test was performed on a sample 
set of 48 spring wheat genotypes grown each year at three locations in South Dakota 
from 2012 to 2016. Among the 48 genotypes, 15 were consistently grown in all 15 
environments. Relative contributions of genotype and environment to variation in loaf 
volume and other ten quality parameters were determined. Flour protein content, kernel 
protein content, gluten index, gluten remained, and gluten remained × gluten index 
(GR×GI) were found to be most significantly correlated with loaf volume. Environment 
and measurement error contributed greatly to variation in loaf volume. Loaf volume was 
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greatly affected by year. Loaf volume variation among genotypes was smaller compared 
with variation among different environment.  Loaf volume had a low broad-sense 
heritability, ranging from 0.21 to 0.42 when data from all 48 genotypes grown at three 
locations each year were used for analysis. The broad-sense heritability reduced to 0.19 
when data from the 15 consistently grown genotypes in all 15 environments were used 
for analysis. Regression analysis based on data from genotype mean from 3 locations of 
the 48 genotypes showed that a model with two variables, GR × GI and flour protein 
content, could explain over 30% of the phenotypic variation in loaf volume in three 
consecutive years, with R2 value being 0.39 in 2014, 0.33 in 2015, and 0.47 in 2016, 
respectively. When only one variable is used in the model, the model with GR×GI 
explained about 30-33% of the phenotypic variation in loaf volume from 2014 to 2016. 
The model with flour protein content as variable explained about 14-39% of the 
phenotypic variation in loaf volume from 2014 to 2016. The model with GR × GI and 
flour protein content as variables explained 32-53% of the phenotypic variation in loaf 
volume from 2014 to 2016 when data from the 15 consistently grown genotypes were 
used for analysis. Results from this study suggests that if the Glutomatic system was used 
for selection of experimental breeding lines, selecting those with high GR × GI and flour 
protein content would contribute to increased loaf volume potential.  
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2.1 Introduction  
Wheat (Triticum aestivum L.) is the most widely cultivated crop in the world and 
contributes about 20% of the total dietary calories and proteins globally (Shiferaw et al. 
2013). Wheat grain can be milled into wheat flour. Unique properties of doughs formed 
from wheat flour make it feasible to produce a diversified food, including bread. 
However, development of cultivars with good breadmaking quality is a challenging 
objective for breeder because breadmaking is a dynamic process with continuous 
physicochemical, microbiological, and biochemical changes (Rosell 2011), affected by 
wheat flour constituents (Goesaert et al. 2005) and  baking methods and recipes (Peña et 
al. 2002), controlled by multiple genes (Elangovan et al. 2008), subject to environmental 
variation (Tsilo et al. 2011), it has multiple sources of improvement (Souza et al. 2002) 
such as protein content, dough strength, and extensibility. Among the factors influencing 
breadmaking quality, protein content (Dowell et al. 2008) and composition (Veraverbeke 
and Delcour 2002) in flour are the main factors determining gluten strength, dough 
viscosity, extensibility, and elasticity. Branlard et al. (2001) stated that improving wheat 
quality could be achieved by considering protein content, grain hardness and glutenin and 
gliadin alleles.  
Since confirmation of strong correlation between the high-molecular-weight glutenin 
subunit loci (HMW-GS) and breadmaking quality (Payne et al. 1979), the genetic 
analysis of wheat quality has been dominated by the investigation of the relationships 
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between seed storage protein alleles and processing characteristics. For example, Békés 
et al. (2006) studied the relative contribution of individual HMW-GS and low-molecular-
weight glutenin subunit loci (LMW-GS) alleles and their interactions to dough properties 
using more than 3000 samples.  To use allelic variations of HMW-GS and LMW-GS for 
improving cultivar breadmaking quality, molecular markers associated with glutenin 
genes are identified (Liu et al. 2012). To facilitate LMW-GS alleles identification in 
breeding, a rapid, simple, and accurate method named as matrix-assisted laser 
desorption/ionization time-of-flight mass spectrometry (MALDI-TOF-MS) was 
recommended (Wang et al. 2015). However, information on glutenin subunits 
compositions and their alleles variation could explain only a small proportion of the 
variation in quality parameters and was insufficient to predict the quality of wheat for 
industrial processing (Hamer et al. 1992; Weegels et al. 1996). First, except genotype 
wheat quality is also influenced by several other factors including environment, genotype 
by environment interaction, crop management practices, and specific end-use.  Second, 
the genetic locus controlling breadmaking quality may not match with the locus for 
glutenin genes, as shown by Elangovan et al. (2008) that genetic locus controlling loaf 
volume is different from that of gluten. In addition, breadmaking quality may depend on 
the relative expression levels of particular alleles and classes of seed storage proteins. To 
accurately predict breadmaking quality, rapid small-scale quality tests and the baking test 
is still irreplaceable. However, glutenin subunits or alleles could be used as indicators of 
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quality for breeding purposes, when only small amounts of material are available and fast, 
small-scale quality prediction is necessary (Weegels et al. 1996). Genetic mapping has 
been conducted to identify the loci associated with breadmaking quality (Mann et al. 
2009; Tsilo et al. 2011). Novel genes associated with breadmaking are continually being 
identified (Boehm et al. 2017; Furtado et al. 2015).  
Although baking tests are still considered as the most accurate way to assess wheat 
breadmaking quality, they require a large volume of grain, specific baking facilities, 
experienced staff and long time. These make baking tests a costly and low throughput 
process, and is unsuitable for early generation selection. To solve this problem, various 
indirect methods are used to evaluate breadmaking quality. These indirect methods 
contain some rapid small-scale quality tests, such as  near infrared reflectance 
spectrometry analysis of grain hardness and protein content, sodium dodecyl sulfate 
sedimentation analysis of gluten strength, sodium dodecyl sulfate-polyacrylamide gel 
electrophoresis and size exclusion high performance liquid chromatography analysis of 
gluten proteins, Zeleny sedimentation test of flour, solvent retention capacity and rapid 
visco analyzer analysis of starch, Mixograph test of gluten strength. In addition, some 
time-consuming, yet accurate, measures of dough rheology methods are also used, which 
include Alveograph and Extensograph tests for dough viscoelasticity, Farinograph for 
dough mixing properties (Oliver and Allen 1992). Gluten index and Mixographic 
parameters, mixing time, and mixing tolerance/stability are particularly useful for 
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identifying gluten strength. Recently, a rapid small-scale (7 min, 8.5 g flour) technique 
(GlutoPeak test, GPT) has been proposed for the quick evaluation of wheat baking 
quality by measuring the aggregation behavior of gluten (Marti et al. 2015).  
Gluten protein is the main structure-forming protein present in the wheat dough and plays 
a predominant role in bread-making functionality by providing viscoelasticity to the 
dough, making dough have properties of extensibility, resistance to stretch, mixing 
tolerance, gas-holding ability, and good crumb structure of bread (Gallagher et al. 2004). 
The Gluten Index (GI) is a method of analyzing wheat protein that provides a 
simultaneous determination of gluten quality and quantity. This method is fast (approx. 
10 minutes) and needs a small sample (10 g of flour). The GI value expresses a weight 
percentage of the wet gluten remaining on a sieve after centrifugation. GI has been used 
in prediction of wheat quality in several studies. In Croatia, flours with the GI between 75 
and 90 resulted in loaves of largest volumes at test baking (Ćurić et al. 2001). In Israel, 
grains with GI<40 are restricted to animal feed, while the 55-100 GI class is considered 
suitable for bread (Gil et al. 2011). The first objective of this study was to determine the 
relative contributions of genotype and environment to variation in grain quality traits 
routinely measured by South Dakota spring wheat breeding programs and parameters 
derived from gluten index. The second objective was to determine if loaf volume could 
be predicted by a Glutomatic system and hence be utilized in the future breeding program.  
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2.2 Materials and methods  
2.2.1 Field Plot and Sample Preparation  
Forty-eight hard red spring wheat genotypes were sown in three location of South Dakota 
each year from 2012 to 2016. In 2015, the three locations are Brookings, Selby, and 
Watertown. In other four years, genotypes were grown in Brookings, Groton, and Selby. 
The genotypes used in the study are not the same among different years, but 15 genotypes 
were consistently grown in all 15 environments. All trials were sown as a randomized 
complete block design with three replications. Following harvest, identical grain amount 
from each replicate within a location was combined into a single sample for each 
genotype in that specific environment to conduct the quality analysis. Parameters tested 
in this study include test weight (TW), kernel protein (KP), flour protein (FP), hardness 
(HARD), loaf volume (LV), gluten remained (GR), gluten index (GI), GR×GI (gluten 
remained × gluten index), wet gluten (WG), dry gluten (DG), and water binding (WB). 
2.2.2 Flour quality determination 
Quality test analysis procedures were performed as described by (Caffe-Treml et al. 
2010). Hardness index was measured with the single-kernel characterization system on 
grain form each field replication. The average of the three replications was used for this 
study. Grain samples were tempered to 15% moisture with distilled water (Approved 
Methods 26-95.01; AACC International 2010). After conditioning overnight for at least 
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16 hr, grain samples were milled in a Quadrumat Jr. mill (C.W. Brabender Instruments, 
South Hackensack, NJ),  flour was collected from the throughs of a rotating US #60 sieve 
(250-μm aperture), while the overs consisting mostly of bran and shorts were discarded. 
Estimates of protein content (14% moisture basis) were determined with NIR Systems 
6500 Monochromators (Foss, Laurel, MD). Water amounts added to each flour sample 
was determined based on the water absorption estimates obtained with NIR spectroscopy.  
Gluten Index method was used to measure the quality of wheat flour. Gluten index is 
determined by the Glutomatic system (Perten Instruments AB, Sweden) and is a measure 
of gluten strength regardless of the quantity of gluten present. Gluten contents were 
determined by using the Glutomatic system, which comprises a combined dough mixer 
and washer (Glutomatic 2200 gluten washer), a centrifuge (Centrifuge 2015), and a direr 
(Glutork 2020 ). Gluten Index Centrifuge 2015 is used to force the wet gluten through a 
specially designed sieve cassette. The relative amount of gluten passing through the sieve 
indicates the gluten characteristics. The wet gluten is further dried in the Glutork 2020 for 
dry gluten content. 
The steps in details for Gluten index method follows the procedure online 
( https://www.perten.com/Products/Glutomatic/The-Gluten-Index-method/ ), and is 
showed in Figure 3 with 8 steps: 1) Weighing: 10.0 g ± 0.01 g of wheat ﬂour is weighed 
and put into the Glutomatic wash chamber with an 88 micron polyester sieve; 2) 
Dispensing: 4.8 ml of salt solution (2% sodium chloride solution) is added to the ﬂour 
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samples by a built-in syringe; 3) Mixing: Four and the salt solution are mixed to form a 
dough during 20 seconds; 4) Washing: After termination of the mixing phase, the 
washing automatically starts and continues for ﬁve minutes with a liquid flow rate of 50-
56 ml/min; 5) Centrifuging: Exactly 30 seconds after completed washing, the undivided 
wet gluten piece is transferred to the special sieve cassette and centrifuged one minute at 
6000 ± 5 rpm in Centrifuge 2015; 6) Weighing: The fraction passed through the sieves is 
scraped off with a spatula and weighed. The fraction remaining on the inside of the sieve 
is collected and added to the balance. The total wet gluten weight is obtained; 7) Drying: 
The total wet gluten piece is dried at 150 °C during four minutes in the Glutork 2020. 
After drying the gluten is weighed on the balance; 8) Calculation: The centrifugal force 
may cause part of the wet gluten to pass through the sieve. The amount of gluten 
remaining on the inside of the sieve after centrifuging in relation to total wet gluten 
weight is the Gluten Index (GI). The amount of gluten remaining on the inside of the 
sieve is the Gluten remained (GR). The wet gluten content expressed as: (the total wet 
gluten weight (g)/10 (g)) *100. Dry gluten content is obtained by drying the wet gluten in 
the Glutork 2020 gluten dryer.  Dry gluten content expressed as: (dry gluten weight 
(g)/10 (g)) *100. Water binding in wet gluten is defined as the difference between the wet 
gluten content and the dry gluten content.  
Grain samples of each genotype were also submitted for complete baking tests at the 
USDA Hard Red Spring Wheat Quality Laboratory (HRSWQL) in Fargo, ND. The 
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baking procedure that was used was modified from Approved Method 10-09 (AACC 
International 2000) and as described by Caffe-Treml et al. (2010). Loaf volume was 
determined.  
2.2.3 Data analysis  
Data were collected on 11 parameters: three for grain quality (test weight, kernel protein 
and hardness), two for flour and baking quality (flour protein and loaf volume), and six 
from Gluten analyses (gluten remained, gluten index, GR×GI, wet gluten, dry gluten, and 
water binding). Given that the main objective of the present research is to have an initial 
quantification of the variability associated with environment and genotype and not to 
statistically rank and test differences among locations or genotypes, grains from three 
replications in each environment were combined into one sample for each genotype. Thus, 
genotype by environment interaction cannot be separated from residual.  
Statistical analysis of each parameter was performed by using R (R Development Core 
Team 2008). Variance components were estimated using the lmm.jack function in R 
Package ‘minque’ developed by Dr. Jixiang Wu of South Dakota State University 
(https://cran.r-project.org/web/packages/minque/minque.pdf), with genotypes (breeding 
lines and cultivars) and environments (sites within years) considered as random effects. 
Each variance component was reported as a proportion of total variance. Intraclass 
correlation coefficients were calculated as described by Caffe-Treml et al. (2011) and 
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Eagles et al. (2002). It is a ratio of the genotypic variance to the genotypic plus residual 
variance and used to represent broad-sense heritability. Lmm.jack is an R function for 
linear mixed model analysis with integration two linear mixed model approaches 
(Restricted maximum likelihood and MINQUE) and a jackknife technique. Variance 
components, intraclass correlation coefficients, and Pearson correlation coefficients were 
computed separately on both all 48 genotypes and the 15 consistently grown genotypes 
based on single year data. For the 15 consistently grown genotypes, variance components, 
intraclass correlation coefficients, and Pearson correlation coefficients were also 
computed based on multiple years and locations data.  Linear regression of loaf volume 
with other parameters was performed by R separately on both all 48 genotypes and the 15 
consistently grown genotypes based on single year data and multiple year data. To reduce 
the variation of value caused by different locations, genotypes mean from the three 
locations in each year was used for linear regression of loaf volume with other parameters 
based on data from all 48 genotypes.  
2.3 Results  
2.3.1 Means and ranges of the values for the 11 parameters in different years and 
location  
Among the 48 genotypes used, 15 genotypes are grown in all of the 15 environments. 
The distribution pattern for the 11 parameters in 15 environments from these 15 
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genotypes are presented in Figure 4. The mean and ranges for the 11 parameters 
measured from these 15 genotypes are shown in Table 1. A wide range of variation for 
various flour, dough, and baking quality was observed. The range in kernel protein, flour 
protein, loaf volume and dry gluten among environments (13.80-15.42, 12.65-14.43, 
169.79-230.33 and 11.16-14.00 ) was somewhat larger than that measured across 
genotypes (13.86-15.32, 13.06-14.33, 179.93-198.20 and 11.75-13.44). Table 2 presents 
the mean value of each genotype over the 15 environments for the 11 quality 
characteristics. Average value of each environment for these 11 parameters from the 15 
consistent grown genotypes are provided in Table 3. Average value of each environments 
for these 11 parameters from all 48 genotypes are provided in Table 4.  Mean and 
standard deviation of loaf volume, kernel protein content, and test weight from all 48 
genotypes in 15 environments is presented in Figure 5. Variation of loaf volume from the 
15 consistent genotypes in 15 environments from 2012 to 2016 is shown in Figure 6. 
Variation for loaf volume, test weight, flour protein content, GR×GI, kernel hardness and 
dry gluten among genotypes in all 15 environments and among environment for all 15 
genotypes are present in Figure 7, Figure 8, Figure 9, Figure 10, Figure 11, and Figure 12, 
respectively. 
2.3.2 Parameter variability 
The ratio of genetic variance to environmental and error variance is important within a 
breeding program, since it determines whether a specific trait is easy to improve by 
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breeding and what kind of selection method a breeder should use. A high ratio indicates 
strong genetic influence on the trait, suggesting it is feasible to make a selection on the 
trait in early generation.  Genetic and error variance component estimated associated with 
all parameters are presented in each year based on all 48 genotypes (Table 5) and on the 
15 consistent grown genotypes (Table 6). Variance components analysis is also 
conducted for all 15 environments by using the 15 consistent grown genotypes (Table 7). 
Because all parameters were measured as a single observation in each trial environment, 
partition of genotype-by environment interaction effect from the error variance is not 
feasible in this study. Parameters heavily influenced by error variance could be due to 
both measurement error and genotype-by-environment interaction. Inflated measurement 
error was likely for some parameters. 
Based on the variance components analysis from 48 genotypes grown in 4 years (2012, 
2014-2016), it was found that variation in test weight was mainly influenced by genetic 
effect, and test weight had very high broad-sense heritability, ranging from 0.75 to 0.90 
(Table 5). In 2013, variation in test weight was mainly affected by environment and a 
relative low broad-sense heritability was obtained. Test weight showed a higher broad-
sense heritability when using the 15 consistently grown genotypes for analysis (Table 6). 
The environment became the major variance component when data from all 5 years were 
analyzed and the broad-sense heritability is 0.76 (Table 7). Selection of high test weight 
in an early generation is recommended. Test weight was relatively higher in 2016 
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compared with other 4 years and variation of test weight among different location within 
each year was not apparent except in 2013 (Figure 5C). Both genotype and environments 
had a great effect on test weight variation (Figure 8). 
Variation in kernel protein content was mainly influenced by genotype in 2012, was 
mainly influenced by the environment in 2014 and 2016, was mainly influenced by both 
genotype and environment in 2013 and 2015 when data from all 48 genotypes were used 
for analysis (Table 5). Kernel protein had a high broad-sense heritability, ranging from 
0.61 to 0.77 (Table 5). When the 15 consistently grown genotypes were used, variation in 
kernel protein content was mainly influenced by genotype in 2012, was mainly 
influenced by the environment in 2013 and 2016, was mainly influenced by both 
genotype and environment in 2014 and 2015 (Table 6). Broad-sense heritability ranged 
from 0.53 to 0.83(Table 6). Kernel protein content was both influenced by genotype and 
environment when data from all 5 years were analyzed and the broad-sense heritability 
was 0.65 (Table 7). The location has a great effect on kernel protein and kernel protein in 
Selby tend to have a higher value than other locations (Figure 5B).  
Variation in kernel hardness was found to be mainly affected by genotype in all 5 years 
when data from all 48 genotypes were used for analysis, and kernel hardness showed a 
very high broad-sense heritability, ranging from 0.81 to 0.96 (Table 5). When data from 
the 15 consistently grown genotypes were used for analysis, variation in kernel hardness 
was mainly affected by genotype from 2013 to 2016. In 2012, the environment had a 
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major effect on variation of kernel hardness (Table 6). The broad-sense heritability 
ranged from 0.74-0.81. The environment became the major variance component when 
data from all 5 years were analyzed and the broad-sense heritability was 0.77 (Table 7). 
The year had a large effect on kernel hardness and kernel hardness in 2013 tended to have 
a higher value (Figure 11). 
Variation in flour protein content was mainly influenced by genotype in 2012, was 
mainly influenced by the environment in 2016, was mainly influenced by both genotype 
and environment from 2013 to 2015 (Table 5 and Table 6). Flour protein had a high 
broad-sense heritability, ranging from 0.63 to 0.77 when data from all 48 genotypes were 
used for analysis (Table 5) and from 0.56 to 0.79 when data from the 15 consistently 
grown genotypes were used for analysis (Table 6). When data from the 15 genotypes 
growing at all the 15 environments were analyzed both genotype and environment greatly 
determined the variation in flour protein content and the broad-sense heritability was 
0.66(Table 7).  Both genotypes and environments had a great effect on flour protein 
content variation (Figure 9). Flour protein content in Brookings in 2016 is lowest (Table 
3).  
Variation in loaf volume was mainly influenced by error in 2012 and 2014, was mainly 
influenced by both environment and error in 2013 and 2015, was mainly influenced by 
the environment in 2016 when data from all 48 genotypes were used for analysis and loaf 
volume had a low broad-sense heritability, ranging from 0.21 to 0.42 (Table 5). Variation 
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in loaf volume was mainly influenced by an error in 2012, was mainly influenced by both 
environment and error in 2015 and 2016, was mainly influenced by the environment in 
2013 and 2014 when data from the 15 consistently grown genotypes were used for 
analysis (Table 6). Broad-sense heritability ranged from 0.06 to 0.39. The environment 
became the major variance component when data from all 5 years were analyzed and the 
broad-sense heritability was 0.19 (Table 7). Loaf volume was greatly affected by year 
and loaf volume in 2014 was larger than that of other 4 years (Figure 5A).  Loaf volume 
variation among genotypes is smaller compared with variation among different 
environments (Figure 7). 
Variation in gluten remained was mainly influenced by genotype in 2015, was mainly 
influenced by environment in 2016, was mainly influenced by error in 2013, and tended 
to be influenced by genotype, environment and error in 2012 and 2014 when data from 
all 48 genotypes were used for analysis and gluten remained had a low to moderate 
broad-sense heritability, ranging from 0.38 to 0.59 (Table 5). Gluten remained was 
mainly influenced by genotype in 2015, was mainly influenced by an error in 2012, and 
tended to be influenced by genotype, environment and error in 2013 and 2014 and 2016 
when data from the consistently grown 15 genotypes were used for analysis and broad-
sense heritability ranged from 0.20 to 0.73 (Table 6). The error became the major 
variance component when data from all 5 years were analyzed and broad-sense 
heritability was 0.35 (Table 7). 
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Variation in gluten index was mainly influenced by genotype from 2013 to 2016, and was 
mainly influenced by an error in 2012 (Table 5 and Table 6). Gluten index had a high 
broad-sense heritability in 2013-2016, ranging from 0.63 to 0.77 when data from all 48 
genotypes were used for analysis and from 0.69-0.91 when data from the 15 consistently 
grown genotypes were used for analysis. In 2012, it had a low broad-sense heritability 
due to the huge influence of error. Genotype became the major variance component when 
data from all 5 years were analyzed and broad-sense heritability was 0.69 (Table 7). 
Variation in GR×GI was mainly influenced by genotype in 2015, was mainly influenced 
by environment in 2016, was mainly influenced by genotype and error in 2012 and 2013, 
and tended to be influenced by genotype and environment in 2014 when data from all 48 
genotypes were used for analysis and broad-sense heritability ranged from 0.42 to 0.65 
(Table 5). Variation in GR×GI was mainly influenced by genotype from 2013 to 2015, 
was mainly influenced by an error in 2012, and tended to be influenced by genotype and 
environment and error 2016 when data from the 15 consistently grown genotypes were 
used for analysis and broad-sense heritability ranged from 0.23 to 0.77(Table 6). 
Genotype and error were the major variance component when data from all 5 years were 
analyzed and broad-sense heritability was 0.53 (Table 7). Genotype variation on GR×GI 
was not apparent among the 15 genotypes except for TRAVERSE which had a low value 
(Figure 10).  
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Variation in wet gluten content was mainly influenced by genotype and environment 
2015, was mainly influenced by genotype and error in 2013 and 2014, and tended to be 
influenced by genotype, environment and error in 2012 and 2016 when data from all 48 
genotypes were used for analysis and broad-sense heritability ranged from 0.43 to 0.70 
(Table 5). Variation in wet gluten content was mainly influenced by genotype and 
environment 2015, was mainly influenced by an error in 2012, was mainly influenced by 
genotype and error in 2013, 2014 and 2016 when the 15 consistently grown genotypes 
were used and broad-sense heritability ranged from 0.16 to 0.74 (Table 6). Error become 
the major variance component when data from all 5 years were analyzed and broad-sense 
heritability is 0.38 (Table 7). 
Dry gluten content tended to be influenced by genotype, environment and error in 2012, 
was mainly influenced by error in 2013, was mainly influenced by both environment and 
error in 2014, was mainly influenced by genotype and error in 2015, and was mainly 
influenced by environment in 2016 when data from all 48 genotypes were used for 
analysis and broad-sense heritability ranged from 0.26 to 0.48 (Table 5). Variation in dry 
gluten content tended to be influenced by environment and error in 2012, was mainly 
influenced by error in 2013 and 2015, was mainly influenced by environment and error in 
2014, and was mainly influenced by environment in 2016 when data from the 15 
consistently grown genotypes were used analysis and broad-sense heritability ranged 
from 0.07 to 0.46 (Table 6). Both environment and error were the major variance 
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component when data from all 5 years were analyzed and broad-sense heritability was 
0.33 (Table 7). 
Variation in water binding tended to be influenced by genotype, environment and error in 
2012, was mainly influenced by genotype and error in 2013, 2014 and 2016, and was 
mainly influenced by both genotype and environment in 2015 when data from all 48 
genotypes were used for analysis and broad-sense heritability ranged from 0.39 to 0.61 
(Table 5). Variation in water binding tended to be influenced by error in 2012, tended to 
be mainly influenced by genotype and error in 2013, 2014 and 2016, and tended to be 
mainly influenced by both genotype and environment in 2015 when data from the 15 
consistently grown genotypes were used for analysis and broad-sense heritability ranged 
from 0.10 to 0.79 (Table 6). The error became the major variance component when data 
from all 5 years were analyzed and broad-sense heritability was 0.33 (Table 7). 
Environment variation on dry gluten seemed greater than genotype variation on dry 
gluten (Figure 12). 
2.3.3 Correlation among various flour, dough and baking quality parameters  
Linear Pearson correlation (r) was conducted to examine the relationship among the 11 
quality parameters. The correlation was observed in both single year from 2012 to 2016 
and from all 5 years.  Correlation in 2012 found that loaf volume was significantly 
correlated with kernel protein, flour protein, gluten remained, GR×GI, wet gluten and dry 
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gluten when data from all 48 genotypes were used for analysis (Table 8). When 
correlation was conducted based on genotype mean from 3 locations, loaf volume was 
only significantly correlated with kernel protein and flour protein (Table 8). Loaf volume 
was significantly correlated with test weight, kernel protein, flour protein, and dry gluten 
when data from all of the 15 consistently grown genotypes were used for analysis (Table 
9). Correlation in 2013 found that loaf volume was significantly correlated with test 
weight, gluten remained, GR×GI, wet gluten, dry gluten, and water binding when data 
from all 48 genotypes were used for analysis (Table 10). When correlation was conducted 
based on genotype mean from 3 locations, loaf volume was only significantly correlated 
with gluten remained and dry gluten (Table 10).  Loaf volume was only significantly 
negatively correlated with test weight when data from all of the 15 consistently grown 
genotypes were used for analysis (Table 9). Correlation in 2014 found that loaf volume 
was significantly correlated with kernel protein, flour protein, gluten remained, gluten 
index, GR×GI, wet gluten and dry gluten when data from all 48 genotypes were used for 
analysis (Table 11). When correlation was conducted based on genotype mean from 3 
locations, loaf volume was significantly correlated with kernel protein, flour protein, 
gluten remained, gluten index, GR×GI and dry gluten (Table 11). Loaf volume was 
significantly correlated with kernel protein, flour protein, gluten remained, gluten index, 
GR×GI, and dry gluten when data from all of the 15 consistently grown genotypes were 
used for analysis (Table 12). As showed in Table 12 and Table 13 loaf volume in 2015 
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was significantly correlated with kernel protein, flour protein, gluten remained, gluten 
index, GR×GI. When correlation was conducted based on genotype mean from 3 
locations, loaf volume was significantly correlated with flour protein, gluten remained, 
gluten index, GR×GI (Table 13).Correlation in 2016 found that loaf volume was 
significantly correlated with kernel protein, flour protein, gluten remained, gluten index, 
GR×GI, wet gluten, dry gluten and water binding when data from all 48 genotypes were 
used for analysis (Table 14). When correlation was conducted based on genotype mean 
from 3 locations, loaf volume was significantly correlated with test weight, kernel protein, 
flour protein, gluten remained, gluten index, GR×GI and dry gluten (Table 14). Loaf 
volume was significantly correlated with kernel protein, flour protein, gluten remained, 
gluten index, GR×GI, wet gluten, and dry gluten (Table 12). Correlation from 15 
genotypes in all 15 environments found that loaf volume was significantly correlated with 
test weight, kernel protein, flour protein, and dry gluten (Table 15). 
In 2012 kernel hardness was only significantly correlated with flour protein when all data 
from 48 genotypes growing 3 locations were used for analysis (Table 8), but it was 
significantly correlated with test weight, flour protein, gluten remained, GR×GI, wet 
gluten, dry gluten, and water binding when data from the consistently grown 15 
genotypes were used for analysis (Table 9). In 2013 kernel hardness was significantly 
negatively correlated with kernel protein and wet gluten when all data from 48 genotypes 
growing 3 locations were used for analysis (Table 10). No significant correlation between 
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kernel hardness and other parameters existed in 2014 and 2015. In 2016 kernel hardness 
had a significantly positive correlation with test weight but had a significantly negative 
correlation with flour protein when all data from 48 genotypes growing 3 locations were 
used for analysis (Table 14). The significant positive correlation between kernel hardness 
and test weight also existed when all of the data from the 15 consistently grown 
genotypes were used for analysis (Table 12). Correlation from the 15 consistent 
genotypes in all 15 environments found that kernel hardness was significantly correlated 
with test weight, flour protein, gluten remained, gluten index and GR×GI (Table 15). 
There was no significant correlation between kennel hardness and loaf volume in our 
study when data were analyzed in a separate year. A significant negative correlation (r=-
0.19, p<0.05) was found between kernel hardness and loaf volume when data from the 15 
consistent genotypes growing in 12 environments were analyzed (Table 15). 
In 2012 test weight was significantly correlated with kernel protein, flour protein, gluten 
remained, GR×GI, wet gluten, dry gluten, and water binding when all data from all 48 
genotypes growing in 3 locations were used for analysis (Table 8). Test weight was only 
significantly correlated with GR×GI when the correlation was conducted based on 
genotype mean from 3 locations (Table 8). Test weight was significantly correlated with 
kernel protein, kernel hardness, flour protein and loaf volume when data from the 15 
consistently grown genotypes were used for analysis (Table 9). In 2013 test weight was 
only significantly negatively correlated with loaf volume when all data from all 48 
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genotypes growing in 3 locations were used for analysis (Table 10). Test weight was 
significantly correlated with gluten index and GR×GI when the correlation was 
conducted based on genotype mean from 3 locations (Table 10). When data from the 15 
consistently grown genotypes were used for analysis, test weight was significantly 
negatively correlated with loaf volume and positively correlated with gluten index (Table 
9). In 2014 test weight was only significantly negatively correlated with gluten index 
when all data from all 48 genotypes growing in 3 locations were used for analysis (Table 
11). Test weight was significantly correlated with gluten remained, gluten index, GR×GI 
and dry gluten when the correlation was conducted based on genotype mean from 3 
locations (Table 11). When data from the 15 consistently grown genotypes were used for 
analysis, test weight was only significantly correlated with gluten index (Table 12). In 
2015 no significant correlation was identified between test weight and other parameters 
when all data from all 48 genotypes growing in 3 locations were used for analysis (Table 
13). Test weight was significantly correlated with kernel protein, flour protein, gluten 
remained and dry gluten when the correlation was conducted based on genotype mean 
from 3 locations (Table 13). When data from the 15 consistently grown genotypes were 
used for analysis, test weight was significantly correlated with gluten index and GR×GI 
(Table 12). In 2016 test weight was only significantly correlated with kernel hardness 
when all data from all 48 genotypes growing in 3 locations were used for analysis (Table 
14). Test weight was significantly correlated with kernel protein, kernel hardness, flour 
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protein, loaf volume, gluten remained, GR×GI and dry gluten when the correlation was 
conducted based on genotype mean from 3 locations (Table 14). When data from the 15 
consistently grown genotypes were used for analysis, test weight was significantly 
correlated with kernel hardness and gluten index (Table 12). Test weight was 
significantly correlated with kernel hardness, loaf volume, gluten remained, gluten index 
and GR×GI when data from the 15 consistent genotypes growing in 12 environments 
were analyzed (Table 15).   
Kernel protein and flour protein always had a high correlation in our study. Both kernel 
protein and flour protein were correlated with gluten remained, GR×GI, wet gluten, dry 
gluten, and water binding. GR×GI had a high correlation with wet gluten, dry gluten, and 
water binding. 
2.3.4 Correlation among years with the same location and correlation between 
different locations  
The 15 consistently grown genotypes were also used to study the correlation of loaf 
volume among years within the same location and correlation between different location. 
In Brookings, one significant correlation was identified. Loaf volume in 2012 was 
negatively correlated with loaf volume in 2013(r=-0.65, p=0.009). In Groton, no 
significant correlation was identified. In Selby, four significant correlations were 
identified. Loaf volume in 2012 was negatively correlated with loaf volume in 2014(r=-
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0.65, p=0.009). Loaf volume in 2013 was significantly correlated with loaf volume in 
2015(r=0.59, p=0.021). Loaf volume in 2014 was significantly correlated with loaf 
volume in 2016(r=0.65, p=0.009). Loaf volume in 2015 was significantly correlated with 
loaf volume in 2016(r=0.73, p=0.002).  
When data in all three location were used, loaf volume in 2013 was negatively correlated 
with loaf volume in 2016(r=-0.34, p=0.023), and loaf volume in 2014 was positively 
correlated with loaf volume in 2016(r=0.52, p<0.001).  
When data was analyzed year separately, no significant correlation was identified for loaf 
volume between Brookings and Selby. However, when data from all 5 years was used, a 
significant correlation was identified for loaf volume between these two locations (r=0.56, 
p<0.001).  
Using data from 5 years,  a significant correlation between Brookings and Selby was also 
identified for test weight (r=0.68, P<0.001), kernel protein (r=0.35, P=0.002), 
hardness(r=0.80, P<0.001), flour protein  (r=0.34, P=0.003), gluten index(r=0.76, 
P<0.001), GR×GI(r=0.45, P<0.001), wet gluten (r=0.31, P=0.006), dry gluten(r=0.27, 
P=0.021), and  water binding (r=0.36, P=0.001).  
2.3.5 Loaf volume predictions  
Measurements of a given sample for a specific trait is a combined effect of genotype, 
environment, and interaction of genotype and environment. By averaging measurements 
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for each genotype over environments, the effect of environment is reduced and selected 
variables are therefore more likely to have an actual genetic effect on the response 
variable. Prediction models were obtained with both all data of each year and genotype 
means from 3 locations each year in this study. Stepwise selection method was used to 
select prediction variables. Based on the correlation analysis, GR×GI and flour protein 
content were selected to predict loaf volume.  
When only one variable was used in the model, the model with GR×GI explained 24-46% 
of phenotypic variation of loaf volume from 2014 to 2016 when all data from 48 
genotypes grown 3 locations each year were used for analysis and explained 30-33% of 
phenotypic variation when genotypes mean from 3 locations each year were used for 
analysis (Table 16, Figure 13A, Figure 14 A, Figure 15A, Figure 16A, Figure 17A, and 
Figure 18A). The model explained only 5% of the phenotypic variation of loaf volume in 
2012 and 2013 when all data from 48 genotypes growing 3 locations each year were used 
for analysis. When all the data from 2014 to 2016 were analyzed together, the model 
explained 12% of the phenotypic variation of loaf volume when all data from 48 
genotypes growing 3 locations each year were used and 5% when genotypes mean from 3 
locations each year were used (Table 16). 
The model with flour protein as the only variable explained 22-62% of phenotypic 
variation of loaf volume from 2014 to 2016 when all data from 48 genotypes growing 3 
locations each year were used for analysis and explained 14-39% of the phenotypic 
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variation when genotypes mean from 3 locations each year were used (Table 16, Figure 
13B, Figure 14 B, Figure 15B, Figure 16B, Figure 17B, and Figure 18B). The model 
explained 14% of the phenotypic variation of loaf volume in 2012 when all data from 48 
genotypes growing 3 locations each year were used for analysis and 26% when genotypes 
mean from 3 locations each year were used for analysis.  When all the data from 2014 to 
2016 were analyzed together, the model explained 30% of the phenotypic variation of 
loaf volume when all data from 48 genotypes growing 3 locations each year were used 
for analysis and 23% when genotypes mean from 3 locations each year were used for 
analysis (Table 16). 
When both GR×GI and flour protein content were included in the model and all data 
from 48 genotypes growing 3 locations each year were used for analysis, the phenotypic 
variation of loaf volume explained by the model were 14%, 37%, 32%, 65% in 2012, 
2014, 2015, and 2016, respectively. The model explained 33-47% of the phenotypic 
variation of loaf volume from 2014 to 2016 when genotypes mean from 3 locations each 
year were used for analysis. When all the data from 2014 to 2016 were analyzed together, 
the model explained 30% of the phenotypic variation of loaf volume when all data from 
48 genotypes growing 3 locations each year were used for analysis and 23% when 
genotypes mean from 3 locations each year were used for analysis (Table 16). 
When data from the 15 consistently grown genotypes were used for analysis, the model 
with GR×GI as the only variable explained 17-40 % of phenotypic variation of loaf 
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volume from 2014 to 2016, while the model with flour protein as the only variable 
explained 29-43 % of phenotypic variation of loaf volume from 2014 to 2016 (Table 17, 
Figure 20, Figure 21, and Figure 22). The model with both flour protein and GR×GI as 
the variable explained 32-53 % of the phenotypic variation of loaf volume from 2014 to 
2016. When data from two year were analyzed together, the model with GR×GI as the 
only variable explained 5-28% of the phenotypic variation of loaf volume, the model with 
flour protein as the only variable explained 21-34% of the phenotypic variation of loaf 
volume, and the model with both flour protein and GR×GI as the variable explained 21-
41 % of phenotypic variation of loaf volume (Table 17). When data from three year were 
analyzed together (2014-2016), the model with GR×GI as the only variable explained 6 % 
of phenotypic variation of loaf volume, the model with flour protein as the only variable 
explained 23 % of phenotypic variation of loaf volume, and the model with both flour 
protein and GR×GI as the variable explained 23 % of phenotypic variation of loaf volume 
(Table 17). 
2.4 Discussion  
2.4.1 Loaf volume 
In our study, environmental factors had a major influence on loaf volume in 2016 and 
contributed to 58.5% of variation in loaf volume when data from all the 48 genotypes 
growing at 3 locations each year were analyzed, which is in agreement with previous 
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studies (Peterson et al. 1998; Tsilo et al. 2011), in which loaf volume was reported to be 
principally affected by environment. In the study by Peterson et al. (1998), air 
temperature and relative humidity during grain fill, from anthesis to physiologic maturity, 
had a great effect on leaf volume, because long time high temperature and low humidity 
deteriorated protein quality and then reduced loaf volume. The study by Caffe-Treml et al. 
(2011) also reported that high temperature and low relative humidity during the 20 days 
after anthesis could reduce loaf volume by affecting the composition of flour. In a recent 
study by Karki et al. (2016), weather condition, such as maximum, minimum and 
nighttime temperatures, at 20 days after heading showed high correlation with loaf 
volume.  Therefore, knowledge of growing conditions and environmental stresses could 
be included in a model to provide relatively more predictive power for loaf volume.  
However, other studies found that genotype was the main factor to determine loaf volume 
variation (Laidig et al. 2017; Li et al. 2013). In the present study, environmental factors 
and error together contributed about 80% of the variation in loaf volume in 2013 and 
2015.  In a study by Elangovan et al. (2008), genotype by environment interaction 
contributed 47% of the variation observed in loaf volume. Peterson et al. (1998) also 
reported a relatively larger genotype by environment interaction variance. Large 
genotype by environment interaction for loaf volume suggests there is potential to 
improve stability for loaf volume through evaluation and selection. Therefore, a basic 
understanding of variation among cultivars in their response to environmental stress 
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would further improve the probability of predicting loaf volume. Williams et al. (2008) 
reviewed 100 publications reporting on the influence of genotype and environment on 
wheat quality which showed that variation of the relative contribution of genotype, 
environment, and genotype by environment interaction was highly dependent on the 
genotypes and environments sampled. For example, when diverse genotypes were 
selected in a study, genotypic and genotype by environment variances could be large. 
Because of difference in genotype and environment, results from different studies on 
genotype variance and environment variance may be quite divergent. In 2012 and 2014, 
error in our study contributed 75.1% and 43.9% of  the variation in loaf volume, 
respectively. This large error variation may contain field variation, laboratory variation, 
genotype by environment effect, and interactions between particular allelic variation and 
environment. We cannot estimate these variations due to lack of replication for tested 
samples and unaware of glutenin genes information for the tested lines. When data from 
the 15 consistently grown genotypes were used for analysis, both environment and error 
had a major influence on loaf volume in 2016, and environment became the only major 
fact influencing loaf volume in 2014. Therefore, the number of genotypes involved in the 
analysis also can affect variance component calculation.  
In our experiments, the loaf volume depended on year and location, with highest loaf 
volume in 2014 (Figure 5A and Figure 6). The large effect of year on leaf volume was 
also reported by Koppel and Ingver (2010), in which the variety effect was statistically 
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significant but had very small magnitude compared to year effect. The study by Järvan et 
al. (2017) showed that loaf volume depended on year and location. The study by Souza et 
al. (2004) stated that genotype was the most important factor determining end-use quality 
and location was the second important. The study by Grahmann et al. (2016) reported that 
loaf volume was significantly affected by N fertilization and tillage practice, with N 
fertilization being more important. 
Lager effect of environment and/or error than genotype on loaf volume variation suggest 
it would be difficult to predict loaf volume of samples from prior knowledge of genotype 
alone. Screening under multiple environmental conditions is advisable to select 
genotypes with at least fair quality stability across environments. However, 
understanding of the variation of HMW subunits between the tested lines, related either 
to differences in the number of expressed HMW subunit genes or to differences in the 
structures and properties of allelic subunits, would improve the accuracy of the model to 
predict loaf volume. We cannot examine the effect of HMW-GS composition and its 
allelic variation on variation in loaf volume in our study due to lack of glutenin gene 
characterization. Eagles et al. (2002) reported a significant glutenin locus by environment 
interactions for Rmax (resistance to extension) on the Glu-D1 locus, suggesting the 
relative value of the Glu-D1 alleles was likely to depend on the environment where the 
cultivar is grown. Due to lack of information on glutenin genes in our tested lines, we 
cannot study the glutenin loci by environment interactions for loaf volume and gluten 
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index value. We also are incapable to study the influence of glutenin genes on gluten 
index value. Study of LWM-GS allelic variation by Ito et al. (2015) showed that Glu-B3g 
was the most effective for a strong dough property, followed by Glu-B3ab, with Glu-B3h 
being the least effective. 
In the present study, loaf volume had a low broad-sense heritability, ranging from 0.21 to 
0.42 (Table 5), which is similar to the value 0.39 as reported by Kuchel et al. (2006) and 
0.37 reported by Boehm et al. (2017), but is relatively low compared with other studies, 
as was 0.64 reported by Groos et al. (2007), 0.75 reported by Elangovan et al. (2008). 
Low broad-sense heritability in our study requires assessment of loaf volume be 
conducted over several seasons and environments. 
In our study, loaf volume significantly correlated with flour protein content in four out of 
five years, with correlation value ranged from 0.37-0.62 when genotypes mean from 3 
locations each year were used for analysis from all 48 genotypes. In these four years, 
flour protein content explained about 14-39% of the phenotypic variation of loaf volume 
analysis (Table 16). As for the three-year average data, flour protein content explained 
about 23% of the phenotypic variation of loaf volume. The high flour protein content and 
loaf volume correlation coincided with previous findings (Dowell et al. 2008; Grahmann 
et al. 2016; Li et al. 2013). This high correlation implies that the achievement of high 
end-use quality for bread wheat depends on achieved high kernel and flour protein 
content. By using 58 hard wheat flour, Graybosch et al. (1993) found that flour protein 
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concentration was the primary factor contributing to variation in both dough strength and 
loaf characteristics. In a study to define the appropriate blend for optimum field and 
processing performance for hard white wheat in Kansas, kernel protein concentration was 
found to be an important predictor of bread loaf volume, accounting for about 60% of the 
total observed variation in loaf volume (Lee et al. 2006). In another study in Sweden by 
Andersson et al. (1994), the protein content of the flour explained 47.5% of the variation 
in bread volume for 99 samples. The unexplained variation could be due to chemical 
composition difference, factors cannot be included in the model, non-linear correlation, 
and experimental error. A study by Souza et al. (2004) reported that loaf volume was 
highly related with kernel protein content and kernel protein content was the best 
predictor of the suitability of a particular cultivar produced in a specific year for 
alternative end-use possibilities while hardness was not a reliable predictor of loaf 
volume. In our study, both kernel protein content and flour protein content are highly 
correlated with loaf volume, but flour protein content shows as a better parameter to 
predict loaf volume, which is in agreement with the study by Grahmann et al. (2016). 
Dowell et al. (2008) also identified that grain or flour protein content was the most 
important parameter included in their model to predict loaf volume. Protein quality was 
highly influenced by environment, such as high temperature during grain filling and low 
relative humidity (Graybosch et al. 1995). Low association of loaf volume with flour 
protein content in 2013 in our study may due to deterioration of flour protein by weather, 
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such as rain in harvest or high temperature in grain filling, or by wheat diseases, such as 
leaf rust and fusarium.  Rains at harvest may lead to preharvest sprouting, which will 
degrade the endosperm starch granule structures and ultimately reduce the loaf volume. 
The falling number could be measured to rule out the preharvest sprouting damage.  
Since we do not have data on Falling number, we cannot study if loaf volume was 
influenced by preharvest sprouting in our study.   
The association of loaf volume with flour protein content can be explained partially by 
the fact that the same genetic loci controlled both loaf volume and flour protein content 
as showed by (Boehm et al. 2017; Tsilo et al. 2011), but not all QTL for loaf volume 
mapped to glutenin loci (Elangovan et al. 2008; Kuchel et al. 2006; Law et al. 2005; 
Mann et al. 2009), which can explain why information on glutenin loci alone cannot 
explain all of the genetic variation of loaf volume. As is concluded by Rousset et al. 
(2001), breadmaking quality is under complex control and the Glu-1 loci are only a 
component of genetic control of these characters. Dobraszczyk and Salmanowicz (2008) 
also reported that prediction of baking quality based on protein content alone is 
inadequate since protein quality also affects baking quality. For example, the quantity of 
the glutenin macropolymer is strongly related to dough properties and loaf volume. In the 
study by Groos et al. (2007), breadmaking score was poorly predicted by multiple 
regression on dough rheology parameters and flour-protein content. In the study of 
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Koppel and Ingver (2010), loaf volume is only significantly correlated with protein 
content in one out of five years.  
In our study, loaf volume significantly correlated with the combined parameter of gluten 
remained and gluten index (GR×GI) from 2014 to 2016, and have a relatively high 
correlation value, ranging from 0.55 to 0.58 when genotypes mean from 3 locations in 
each year were used for analysis from all 48 genotypes.  Loaf volume also significantly 
correlated with GR×GI on three-year average data, although showed a low correlation 
(r=0.22, p<0.01). GR×GI explained 30-33% of the phenotypic variation of loaf volume 
from 2014 to 2016 (Table 16). But GR×GI explained only 5% of the phenotypic variation 
of loaf volume when used three-year average data, which suggests that the growing 
condition has a strong influence on loaf volume.   In our study when both GR×GI and 
flour protein content were included in the model, the phenotypic variation of loaf volume 
explained by the model was over 30% from 2014 to 2016, with the highest value in 2016 
(R2=0.47). In the study of Dowell et al. (2008), 98 hard red spring wheat varieties were 
sowed in two consecutive years to identify the relationship of bread quality to flour 
property. The study showed that model with flour protein content and gluten index could 
explain 89% of the variation in loaf volume while the model with flour protein content 
alone could explain 85% of the variation in loaf volume.  By using microbaking test, 10g 
flour under adapted mixing time, Thanhaeuser et al. (2014) reported a medium 
correlation of the bread volume with crude protein content (r = 0.71), and the authors 
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suggested that the contents of gliadins (r = 0.80), glutenins (r = 0.76), and glutenin 
macropolymer (r = 0.80) appeared to be suitable parameters to predict the baking 
performance of wheat flour. Recently, a rapid small-scale (7 min, 8.5 g flour) technique 
(GlutoPeak test, GPT) was identified to able to clearly distinguish wheat flours of 19 
winter wheat cultivars according to their gluten aggregation behavior(Marti et al. 2015). 
By using GlutoPeak®-Test method, Bouachra et al. (2017) reported a linear function of 
protein content and the GPT parameter AM could explain the variation in loaf volume 
over different location and year combinations by 63%, and application of the model can 
be a useful approach in breeding for improved baking quality varieties in bread wheat.  
Prediction of loaf volume by hardness tends to be unpractical in this study. No significant 
linear correlation was found in a separate year between loaf volume and kernel hardness. 
We only detected a significantly negative linear correlation (r=-0.19, p<0.05) between 
loaf volume and kernel hardness when data from the consistent 15 genotypes grown in 12 
environments was analyzed (Table 15). The study by Li et al. (2013) also failed to 
identify any correlation between hardness and loaf volume. But the negative correlation 
between hardness index and loaf volume was reported by Grahmann et al. (2016) with 
r=-0.34 (p<0.0001) and by (Lee et al. 2006) with r=-0.25 (p<0.01). Laidig et al. (2017) 
also found a moderate correlation between hardness and loaf volume. Since kernel 
hardness was not correlated with loaf volume in our study, it is possible to select for 
kernel hardness without changing loaf volume.   
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In the present study, the linear correlation between test weight and loaf volume was 
generally weak and influenced by environment and number of genotypes involved in the 
analysis. Test weight had a significant positive correlation with loaf volume in 2012 
(r=0.33, p<0.05) when data from the 15 consistent genotypes growing in 3 location each 
year were used for analysis (Table 9) and in 2016 (r=0.31, p<0.05) when data from   
genotype mean of 48 genotypes were used for analysis (Table 14). However, test weight 
was negatively correlated with loaf volume in 2013 (r=-0.41, p<0.01) when data from the 
15 consistent genotypes growing in 3 location were used (Table 9) and (r=-0.38, p<0.001) 
when all data from all 48 genotypes growing in 3 locations were used for analysis (Table 
10). The negative correlation was also detected when data from multiple year and 
locations was analyzed (Table 15). Test weight was reported to be negatively correlated 
with loaf volume in the study of (Grahmann et al. 2016) with r=-0.64 (p<0.0001) and in 
the study of (Lee et al. 2006) with r=-0.20 (p<0.05). 
2.4.2 Kernel hardness 
In our study, the genotypic variance was larger than both the environmental and residual 
variances for kernel hardness, which was also reported by previous studies (Eagles et al. 
2002; Kaya and Akcura 2014; Laidig et al. 2017; Li et al. 2013; Yong et al. 2004). This 
can be explained by the fact that kernel hardness is controlled by the expression of one 
major gene, designated Hardness gene , located on the short arm of chromosome 
5D(Morris 2002). But it was contrary to the studies by Peterson et al. (1992) and Tsilo et 
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al. (2011), in which environment had a much greater effect on kernel hardness. 
According to Grahmann et al. (2016), kernel hardness was significantly affected by 
tillage or N fertilizer treatment. Kernel hardness had high heritability in our study, which 
is in agreement with previous studies (Branlard et al. 2001; Tsilo et al. 2011; Zanetti et al. 
2001). This demonstrated that it is possible to select effectively for kernel hardness in a 
breeding program. Kernel hardness is one of the grading factors that determine the type 
of wheat. It is important for the flour industry because it has significant impacts on 
milling, baking and qualities of wheat (Pasha et al. 2010). Hard wheat kernels are 
difficult to crush and grind and therefore consume more power in the flour mill and 
requires longer milling time. Flour produced from hard wheat has much greater levels of 
damaged starch than that of flours of soft wheat. The damaged starch has a higher water 
absorption capacity and is more readily hydrolyzed by α- amylase, making hard wheat 
more suitable for leavened breads. There is no significant correlation between kernel 
hardness and flour protein content in our study, which was also reported by Peterson et al. 
(1992).  A study by Yamazaki and Donelson (1983) also found no correlation between 
kernel hardness and kernel protein content, but the study suggested that kernel hardness 
were probably influenced by kernel moisture content. Although the significant correlation 
between kernel hardness and kernel protein content was reported by Groos et al. (2004) 
and Laidig et al. (2017), the correlation is weak. In a study by Zanetti et al. (2001), kernel 
hardness and flour protein content were strongly correlated (r=-0.93) and seven QTL for 
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flour protein content coincided with QTL for kernel hardness. Li et al. (2013) reported a 
significant negative correlation between kernel hardness and flour protein content (r=-
0.58, p<0.001). This negative correlation was also detected by Lee et al. (2006) in two of 
three location in their study.   
2.4.3 Test weight  
In our study, genetic effects played a major role in test weight in four out of five years 
(Table 5 and Table 6), which was in agreement with the study by Souza et al. (2004). In a 
study by Kaya and Akcura (2014) and a study by Oury et al. (2017), the environment was 
the main factor controlling test weight. The high intra-class correlation coefficient, 
ranging from 0.75 to 0.90 in these four years in our study, indicates that selection 
amongst breeding lines against check cultivars for this trait should be effective, even 
when selection is based on data from few environments.  In a study of the hard white 
wheat blend in Kansas, Lee et al. (2006) reported test weight had a significant negative 
correlation with flour protein content (r=-0.47, p<0.001) and a positive correlation with 
kernel hardness (r=0.61, p<0.001).  
2.4.4 Kernel protein and flour protein content  
Results in our study showed that kernel protein content was mainly influenced by 
environment in 2014 and 2016 when 48 genotypes is used (Table 5) and in 2013 and 
2016 when 15 genotype is used (Table 6), which is in agreement with the previous 
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studies (Koppel and Ingver 2010; Laidig et al. 2017; Oury et al. 2017; Peterson et al. 
1986). Kernel protein was mainly influenced by both genotype and environment in 2013 
and 2015 when data from 48 genotypes was used (Table 5) and in 2014 and 2015 when 
data from 15 genotypes was used (Table 6), which is also presented by (Groos et al. 2003; 
Souza et al. 2004). In our study, flour protein content was mainly influenced by 
environment in 2016, which is in accordance with the study by (Eagles et al. 2002; 
Peterson et al. 1992; Souza et al. 2004). Flour protein content was mainly influenced by 
both genotype and environment from 2013 to 2015. Since environment is a large source 
of variation for kernel protein and flour protein content in our study, selection of the 
production environment will have a large impact on these two quality parameters. 
Graybosch et al. (1995) reported a significant linear correlation between flour protein 
content and grain filling duration. A study by Grahmann et al. (2016) showed that flour 
protein content were significantly affected by tillage or N fertilizer treatment. 
Environment factors, such as rainfall, temperature, disease, and nitrogen application, 
could affect kernel protein and flour protein by influencing grain filling duration. 
According to a review by Williams et al. (2008), in North America and Europe, traits 
associated with protein content were more influenced by environment and genotype by 
environment interaction than those associated with protein quality, dough rheology and 
starch characteristics, where genotype effects were more important. Although protein 
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content is strongly affected by environment, Gpc-B1 gene could be used in improve 
protein content when tested over more locations and years (Williams et al. 2008).  
In our study, both genotype and location greatly affected protein content, which is 
different with the study by Koppel and Ingver (2010), in which the influence of year was 
most remarkable on protein content.  In terms of genotype, BOOST, SD4393, SD4403, 
STEELE-ND have a high flour protein content while ADVANCE, FALLER, PREVAIL 
have a low flour protein content. In terms of location, genotypes growing in Selby often 
have a high flour protein content. 
In many studies, a strong negative relation between grain yield and protein concentration 
were found (Laidig et al. 2017), which makes it hard to accomplish the goal of improving 
yield and protein concentration together in a breeding program. We do not have yield 
data available in our study, therefore cannot examine if there is such a negative relation in 
our study.  
2.4.5 Gluten index and the derived parameters  
In our study there was a significant difference between genotype gluten index value and 
genotype gluten index means ranged from 78.34 to 98.97 (Table 1). We also observed a 
high variation in gluten index in some genotypes, such as TRAVERSE and BRIGGS. By 
using 38 samples representing nine cultivars from the 1990 Swedish wheat harvest, 
Perten et al. (1992) also concluded that gluten index may vary considerably within the 
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same cultivar. Most of the test lines in our study had a high gluten index, which might be 
due to all lines were hard red spring wheat. Utilization of cultivars possessing diverse 
quality attributes may give a high range of gluten index value. In our study gluten index 
was mainly influenced by genotype from 2013 to 2016, and was mainly influenced by an 
error in 2012. It had a high broad-sense heritability in 2013-2016, ranging from 0.63 to 
0.77 based on 48 genotypes and from 0.69-0.91 based on the 15 consistent genotypes.  
An early study in Croatia found that both cultivars and growing environment could cause 
variation in gluten index value (Ćurić et al. 2001). A study by Mutwali et al. (2016) 
demonstrated that genotypes, growing environments, and their interaction significantly 
affected gluten index, with the highest effect being from the genotypes. A study by 
Garrido-Lestache et al. (2004) found that year exerted a highly significant effect on 
gluten index and factors such as nitrogen fertilizer, high temperatures and water stress 
reduced gluten index values. A study in Israel found that the cultivar was the most 
important factor influencing gluten index, but environmental and management factors 
also exerted a strong influence (Gil et al. 2011). The probability of gluten index reduction 
increased both under excess fertilization and redundant irrigation condition and under 
water and temperature stress condition. The study by Gil et al. (2011) indicated that in a 
farm scale daily rainfall and daily maximum temperature were the most important factors 
influencing gluten index in a growing season.  A recent study in Estonia showed that 
gluten index value significantly increased under the influence of sulfur and gluten index 
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of wheat treated with sulfur fertilizer increased by 29.4% by using the average of three-
year experiments in one location (Järvan et al. 2017). But the application of sulfur 
fertilizers in another location did not have any significant effect on gluten index value. 
When a modified gluten index method, incubation of the wet gluten for different intervals, 
were used, gluten index value decreased when the kernel was damaged by wheat-bug 
(Aja et al. 2004; Torbica et al. 2007). 
In studying durum wheat gluten strength, Ames et al. (1999) found that genotype and 
environment interaction was most important in determining protein content and least 
important in determining gluten index, gluten viscoelasticity, and SDS sedimentation 
volume. But this requires confirmation in larger segregating populations. In a study of 
durum wheat quality by Zhang et al. (2008), environment contributed 43% of the 
variation in gluten index while environment and genetic loci together explained 65% of 
the variation in gluten index. According to Zhang et al. (2008),  the lower proportion of 
variation in gluten index explained by genetic factors relative to the one determined by 
the environment may due to the absence of highly contrasting alleles between two parents. 
Ames et al. (2003) found a cultivar-by-fertilizer interaction for gluten index in durum 
wheat. The gluten index of conventional strength cultivars would benefit more from 
nitrogen fertilizer than extra strong type. A recent study in Tunisia on durum wheat 
quality showed that the genotype effect was larger than the environmental effect and 
fertilizer application on gluten index (Daaloul Bouacha et al. 2014). It was also 
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confirmed by Vida et al. (2014) that the genotype was the most important factor affecting 
gluten index, although meteorological factors, such as temperature during late-milk to the 
soft-dough stage of grain development, and agronomic treatments, such as nitrogen 
fertilization and fungicide treatment, also affected GI. In a study of durum gluten strength, 
Clarke et al. (2010) found that heritability of gluten index tended to be high in all of the 
six inbred populations, ranging from 0.84 to 0.95.  
In the study of Ćurić et al. (2001), although no significant correlation existed between the 
gluten index value and loaf volume, gluten index could improve prediction accuracy 
when combined with other parameters in the model. In our study gluten index was 
significantly correlated with loaf volume from 2014 to 2016.  This was in agreement with 
the study of Dobraszczyk and Salmanowicz (2008) which showed a high correlation 
between GI and loaf volume(r=0.80, p<0.001) among 36 winter wheat lines and cultivars 
in Poland. But in a study conducted in Israel by Bonfil and Posner (2012) no correlation 
between gluten index and loaf volume was found and authors suggested that use of gluten 
index as the sole evaluation of wheat quality would give questionable results. The 
contradiction maybe due to different genotype used and different growing environments 
among different studies. Compared with GI and GR, GR×GI had a stronger correlation 
with loaf volume in our study and the significant correlation was detected in all 5 years. 
In the study of Ćurić et al. (2001), flours with the gluten index ranging from 75% to 90% 
had the largest loaf volumes, while flours with the gluten index exceeding 90% produced 
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too strong doughs resulting in the bread of small volume. In our study, flour with gluten 
index over 90% both produced high loaf volume and low loaf volume.  
When data were analyzed year separately, we only identified a significant correlation 
between gluten index and test weight in 2014 when 48 genotypes from 3 locations each 
year were used for analysis (Table 11). But when the 15 consistent genotypes from 3 
locations each year were used for analysis, a significant correlation between gluten index 
and test weight has been detected in 4 years from 2013 to 2016 (Table 9 and Table 12). 
The significant correlation has also been identified when correlation from 15 genotypes 
in multiple years and locations were used for analysis (Table 15). In a study by Mutwali 
et al. (2016), the association between test weight and gluten index value depended 
primarily on the environmental conditions rather than the genetic makeup of the cultivar. 
When data were analyzed year separately, the correlation between gluten index and 
protein content was not apparent in our study. We only found a significant correlation 
between gluten index and protein content in 2016 when 48 genotypes from 3 locations 
each year were used for analysis (Table 14). This may be explained by the fact that kernel 
protein and gluten index are independent, as reported by Dobraszczyk and Salmanowicz 
(2008). When correlation from 15 genotypes in multiple years and locations were used 
for analysis, a significant correlation was detected but the correlation is weak (Table 15). 
Compared with GI and GR, GR×GI was more often significantly correlated with protein 
content. Several studies on durum wheat quality had tried to elucidate the relationship 
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between gluten index and kernel protein content, but the result was not consistent. Some 
studies found no association between gluten index and grain protein content (Ames et al. 
2003; Brites and Carrillo 2001), while a study by Zhang et al. (2008) found that grain 
protein content showed a stronger negative correlation with gluten index (r = -0.26).  
In our study, the correlation between gluten index and kernel hardness was hard to detect. 
A significant correlation between gluten index and kernel hardness was only observed 
when correlation from 15 genotypes in multiple years and locations were used for 
analysis but the correlation was very weak (Table 15). 
Gluten index was negatively correlated with wet gluten content and dry gluten content in 
our study. In the study of Ćurić et al. (2001), no correlation between gluten index and dry 
gluten content was found but a significant negative correlation existed between gluten 
index and wet gluten content. 
In our study, both wet and dry gluten content had a significant positive linear correlation 
with flour protein content in all analysis, which is in agreement with Ćurić et al. (2001). 
In the study of Kulkarni et al. (1987), it was also found that both wet and dry gluten were 
highly correlated with flour protein content (r=0.92-0.96, p<0.01), wet and dry gluten 
increased with increasing protein content in the flours. 
Ćurić et al. (2001) found that gluten index had a strong correlation with Extensographic 
indices (r=0.76), indicating that the gluten index can be accepted as one of the qualitative 
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parameters of wheat flour describing its technological properties, such as gluten strength. 
Zhang et al. (2008) reported that gluten index and SDS micro-sedimentation highly 
significant correlated (R = 0.59, P < 0.0001). Gluten index was also correlated with other 
assessment methods such as Alveograph , lactic acid solvent retention capacity, 
Mixograph peak time, and had a better prediction potential than SDS sedimentation 
volume (Gaines et al. 2006).   
2.5 Conclusions  
Improvement of breadmaking quality in wheat depends on a thorough understanding of 
the influences of genotype, environment, and their interaction. The potential of early-
generation selection for quality can only be achieved when the practical aspects of the 
predictive quality testing methodology are available and genetics effect, environment 
effect and their interactions on quality are clear.  This study demonstrates gluten index 
method as a useful method to characterize wheat breadmaking quality in terms of loaf 
volume. The analysis shows that the influence of environment and error on loaf volume is 
of more importance than that of genotype. Loaf volume is affected greatly by year while 
flour protein content is influenced greatly by location. Multiple linear regression was 
used to investigate the simultaneous effects of more than one variable on loaf volume 
with both all data each year and genotype means in each year. Stepwise selection method 
was used to select prediction variables. In our study gluten index was significantly 
correlated with loaf volume from 2014 to 2016. Compared with gluten index and gluten 
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remained, GR×GI had a stronger correlation with loaf volume and the significant 
correlation were detected  in all 5 years. A linear function of GR×GI and flour protein 
content was found to be useful to explain the variation in loaf volume in 3 consecutive 
years. This indicates that the strategy of combing GR×GI and flour protein content is 
effective and that the application of the model can be a useful and rapid screening 
approach in selecting experimental breeding lines with improved baking quality, but it 
cannot be expected to replace the actual measurement of loaf volume via standard baking 
test. Continual testing of this model in future by using newly generated data from the 
breeding program should help to verify its rigidity. Incorporation of weather conditions 
and information on gluten gene composition and allelic variation into the model would 
further improve the potential of prediction.  
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Table 1. Means and ranges for various flour, dough, and baking quality parameters 
measured from 15 genotypes grown in 15 environments 
Parameters Mean 
 Range  
Overall Cultivars Environments 
TWa 59.30 52.00-63.12 56.05-60.99 57.19-61.40 
KP 14.70 12.49-16.61 13.86-15.32 13.80-15.42 
HARD 73.59 52.73-98.17 62.67-82.79 62.79-85.49 
FP 13.68 11.74-15.54 13.06-14.33 12.65-14.43 
LV 189.67 150.0-255.0 179.93-198.20 169.73-230.33 
GR 3.29 1.83-4.60 2.85-3.51 2.91-3.57 
GI 95.06 56.80-100.00 78.34-98.97 91.62-99.22 
GR×GI 313.55 103.6-417.2 227.13-342.26 268.71-343.09 
WG 34.73 25.62-50.68 31.29-38.07 31.34-37.59 
DG 12.71 9.45-16.93 11.75-13.44 11.16-14.00 
WB 22.02 15.74-37.86 19.55-23.97 19.84-24.24 
aTW: test weight; KP: kernel protein content; HARD: kernel hardness; FP:  flour protein 
content; LV: loaf volume; GR: gluten remained; GI: gluten index; GR×GI: gluten 
remained ×gluten index; WG: wet gluten; DG: dry gluten; WB: water binding 
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Table 2. Genotype averages and standard deviations for various flour, dough, and baking 
quality parameters from 15 environments 
Genotype  Statistic TWa KP HARD FP LV GR GI GR×GI WG DG WB 
ADVANCE Mean 60.30 14.15 71.32 13.06 188.07 3.08 98.49 303.39 31.29 11.75 19.55 
SD 1.67 0.62 8.58 0.70 19.64 0.26 0.98 25.13 2.76 1.13 1.79 
BOOST Mean 58.94 15.17 79.40 14.22 195.93 3.50 97.72 342.26 35.86 13.31 22.56 
SD 1.62 0.52 6.61 0.59 24.19 0.21 1.73 20.18 2.27 0.96 1.61 
BRICK Mean 60.99 14.77 79.78 13.62 191.93 3.29 98.26 323.36 33.56 12.35 21.21 
SD 1.56 0.60 7.20 0.53 24.09 0.36 1.76 33.58 3.99 1.18 3.36 
BRIGGS Mean 59.32 15.00 69.43 13.97 182.67 3.28 87.94 289.29 37.41 13.44 23.97 
SD 1.59 0.43 6.57 0.50 15.76 0.28 6.79 39.14 2.91 1.18 2.09 
FALLER Mean 58.75 13.86 73.50 13.06 187.27 3.34 96.87 322.55 34.53 12.14 22.39 
SD 1.88 0.39 7.18 0.46 17.19 0.43 2.28 35.61 5.21 1.15 4.66 
FOCUS Mean 60.79 15.08 70.31 13.99 190.47 3.38 96.36 325.48 35.17 13.22 21.95 
SD 1.33 0.68 6.76 0.61 19.64 0.28 4.10 28.15 3.52 1.56 2.59 
FOREFRONT Mean 59.68 14.72 70.53 13.65 194.67 3.38 96.98 327.68 34.87 12.75 22.12 
SD 1.37 0.55 9.12 0.53 13.77 0.19 3.24 23.02 2.13 0.92 1.46 
OXEN Mean 56.87 14.72 75.92 13.53 194.27 3.22 98.02 315.56 32.88 11.86 21.01 
SD 2.06 0.44 8.72 0.52 18.25 0.25 1.34 23.16 2.81 0.97 1.99 
PREVAIL Mean 58.91 14.27 62.67 13.08 183.93 3.21 95.56 306.45 33.60 12.25 21.37 
SD 1.41 0.67 8.98 0.65 20.70 0.27 3.72 28.69 2.98 1.14 2.16 
SD4393 Mean 60.14 15.30 71.87 14.22 191.73 3.38 98.28 332.35 34.43 13.03 21.40 
SD 1.52 0.68 7.20 0.61 18.95 0.19 1.27 17.03 2.14 1.04 1.68 
SD4403 Mean 59.52 15.32 69.76 14.33 192.80 3.51 92.25 324.55 38.07 13.46 24.61 
SD 1.40 0.73 8.51 0.76 18.84 0.28 5.87 40.37 2.47 1.13 1.62 
SELECT Mean 60.34 14.52 82.79 13.62 185.67 3.32 97.53 324.01 34.09 12.70 21.40 
SD 1.86 0.64 8.72 0.65 19.19 0.19 2.06 18.30 2.16 0.88 1.67 
STEELE-ND Mean 60.01 15.06 81.83 14.19 198.20 3.46 94.36 326.99 36.77 13.40 23.37 
SD 1.73 0.51 7.18 0.53 20.98 0.25 3.91 28.32 2.84 1.47 1.82 
SURPASS Mean 58.87 14.59 70.70 13.53 187.53 3.16 98.97 312.28 31.89 12.19 19.70 
SD 1.60 0.61 7.75 0.62 22.09 0.24 0.54 23.11 2.47 1.34 1.52 
TRAVERSE Mean 56.05 13.95 74.09 13.08 179.93 2.85 78.34 227.13 36.54 12.82 23.72 
SD 2.00 0.50 7.61 0.56 20.52 0.38 10.99 57.01 2.26 0.91 1.66 
Total Mean 59.30 14.70 73.59 13.68 189.67 3.29 95.06 313.55 34.73 12.71 22.02 
SD 2.07 0.73 9.24 0.73 19.80 0.32 6.73 39.96 3.45 1.25 2.62 
aTW: test weight; KP: kernel protein content; HARD: kernel hardness; FP:  flour protein 
content; LV: loaf volume; GR: gluten remained; GI: gluten index; GR×GI: gluten 
remained ×gluten index; WG: wet gluten; DG: dry gluten; WB: water binding  
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Table 3. Environmental averages and standard deviations for various flour, dough, and 
baking quality parameters from 15 genotypes 
Year Location Statistic TWa KP HARD FP LV GR GI GR×GI WG DG WB 
2012 Brookings Mean 59.63 15.11 85.49 14.18 177.33 3.53 96.96 342.62 36.48 12.88 23.61 
  
SD 1.63 0.58 5.41 0.58 8.50 0.20 4.63 27.46 2.39 0.67 1.89 
2012 Groton Mean 58.07 14.75 72.57 13.69 173.07 3.25 98.88 320.34 32.97 11.34 21.63 
  
SD 1.57 0.41 8.01 0.47 10.85 0.50 2.31 41.68 6.00 1.02 5.35 
2012 Selby Mean 58.62 14.83 74.20 13.82 175.67 3.11 99.22 308.24 31.34 11.49 19.84 
  
SD 1.66 0.64 7.60 0.71 7.16 0.31 1.47 29.89 3.26 1.01 2.31 
2013 Brookings Mean 58.68 14.77 82.65 13.86 199.27 3.45 96.32 332.23 35.86 13.54 22.32 
  
SD 1.95 0.57 6.25 0.63 14.34 0.26 4.67 30.56 3.01 1.30 2.06 
2013 Groton Mean 61.18 14.15 85.18 13.38 181.60 3.20 96.62 308.82 33.14 12.58 20.56 
  
SD 1.52 0.41 4.56 0.46 11.93 0.22 4.65 27.28 2.72 0.99 1.97 
2013 Selby Mean 61.26 15.15 83.76 14.43 169.73 3.47 96.90 336.56 35.87 14.00 21.87 
  
SD 1.20 0.50 6.32 0.51 12.49 0.25 5.66 33.79 2.71 1.01 1.84 
2014 Brookings Mean 57.48 14.64 72.16 13.59 221.93 3.13 94.76 297.06 33.19 12.85 20.33 
  
SD 2.09 0.51 6.51 0.51 13.22 0.23 6.89 34.29 2.85 1.03 2.12 
2014 Groton Mean 59.24 14.28 71.12 13.19 195.20 2.91 91.62 268.71 31.95 11.16 20.80 
  
SD 1.41 0.55 5.75 0.64 11.32 0.37 11.46 51.30 3.71 1.17 2.63 
2014 Selby Mean 58.28 15.17 72.30 14.13 230.33 3.32 94.66 314.66 35.14 13.23 21.91 
  
SD 1.58 0.63 6.24 0.57 12.00 0.21 6.87 34.63 2.33 1.17 2.02 
2015 Brookings Mean 58.02 14.86 67.88 13.53 179.53 3.38 90.28 306.43 37.59 13.35 24.24 
  
SD 1.44 0.66 5.77 0.56 9.53 0.25 7.31 40.86 2.41 0.76 1.80 
2015 Selby Mean 57.19 15.16 62.79 13.98 192.27 3.39 93.52 318.77 36.30 13.37 22.93 
  
SD 1.49 0.63 6.99 0.49 7.44 0.30 9.09 50.26 2.01 0.75 1.96 
2015 Watertown Mean 58.54 14.11 67.34 12.98 179.53 3.17 93.15 296.15 34.18 12.48 21.70 
  
SD 1.45 0.56 5.09 0.48 7.12 0.18 6.96 32.66 2.32 1.00 1.88 
2016 Brookings Mean 61.40 13.80 71.30 12.65 184.13 3.26 94.34 308.32 34.58 12.11 22.47 
  
SD 1.20 0.62 5.54 0.55 12.96 0.25 6.69 37.35 2.15 0.61 1.77 
2016 Groton Mean 61.32 14.29 68.57 13.42 184.73 3.25 92.47 301.30 35.29 12.70 22.59 
  
SD 1.35 0.42 5.34 0.46 5.95 0.16 7.32 33.49 2.24 0.60 1.73 
2016 Selby Mean 60.54 15.42 66.58 14.33 200.73 3.57 96.25 343.09 37.08 13.58 23.52 
  
SD 1.24 0.82 6.38 0.69 9.11 0.24 3.56 25.12 2.92 0.97 2.01 
Total 
 
Mean 59.30 14.70 73.59 13.68 189.67 3.29 95.06 313.55 34.73 12.71 22.02 
  
SD 2.07 0.73 9.24 0.73 19.80 0.32 6.73 39.96 3.45 1.25 2.62 
aTW: test weight; KP: kernel protein content; HARD: kernel hardness; FP:  flour protein 
content; LV: loaf volume; GR: gluten remained; GI: gluten index; GR×GI: gluten 
remained ×gluten index; WG: wet gluten; DG: dry gluten; WB: water binding  
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Table 4. Environmental and year averages and standard deviations for various flour, 
dough, and baking quality parameters from 48 genotypes 
Year Location Statistic TWa KP HARD FP LV GR GI GR×GI WG DG WB 
2012 Brookings Mean 59.83 15.34 84.17 14.33 179.88 3.56 97.74 347.81 36.50 12.82 23.68 
  
SD 1.38 0.70 10.41 0.60 13.45 0.30 3.14 28.08 3.58 1.23 2.55 
2012 Groton Mean 58.45 15.01 72.28 13.91 174.73 3.15 99.07 312.27 31.88 11.31 20.57 
  
SD 1.52 0.58 10.24 0.58 10.03 0.43 1.57 39.68 4.66 1.31 3.67 
2012 Selby Mean 58.95 15.13 74.32 14.11 175.21 3.20 99.36 318.18 32.25 11.86 20.39 
  
SD 1.31 0.72 10.98 0.66 8.24 0.34 0.95 32.91 3.51 1.11 2.47 
2013 Brookings Mean 58.52 14.83 80.02 13.86 191.23 3.46 97.50 337.64 35.57 13.42 22.14 
  
SD 1.50 0.57 12.02 0.60 12.67 0.26 3.08 26.30 3.00 1.20 2.24 
2013 Groton Mean 61.53 14.34 82.91 13.55 175.94 3.27 95.92 313.72 34.17 12.82 21.35 
  
SD 1.35 0.56 11.17 0.59 11.50 0.25 4.06 26.68 3.00 1.06 2.24 
2013 Selby Mean 61.43 15.26 80.48 14.42 170.79 3.42 97.32 333.26 35.23 13.71 21.52 
  
SD 1.02 0.53 11.99 0.54 12.24 0.21 3.98 24.47 2.51 0.96 1.85 
2014 Brookings Mean 57.88 14.81 70.68 13.75 216.92 3.26 96.11 313.48 34.00 13.21 20.79 
  
SD 1.44 0.58 8.79 0.64 17.21 0.23 4.81 28.79 2.77 1.12 2.08 
2014 Groton Mean 59.59 14.43 69.87 13.36 206.33 3.04 93.45 284.94 32.68 11.67 21.01 
  
SD 1.11 0.57 8.36 0.59 15.27 0.30 7.81 38.49 3.44 1.22 2.39 
2014 Selby Mean 58.85 15.60 70.71 14.51 226.63 3.45 96.46 333.27 35.82 13.84 21.98 
  
SD 1.16 0.66 9.62 0.62 16.19 0.24 4.27 29.73 2.51 1.35 1.91 
2015 Brookings Mean 58.46 14.93 68.05 13.61 180.52 3.33 89.30 298.62 37.43 13.43 24.00 
  
SD 1.31 0.56 6.70 0.52 8.83 0.25 7.29 40.91 2.43 0.91 1.85 
2015 Selby Mean 57.82 15.21 63.17 14.07 194.67 3.45 95.33 329.73 36.27 13.49 22.78 
  
SD 1.38 0.59 7.63 0.51 10.55 0.21 5.93 32.39 2.04 1.04 1.73 
2015 Watertown Mean 59.29 14.26 65.83 13.14 183.54 3.20 94.41 302.52 33.99 12.59 21.40 
  
SD 1.46 0.62 6.22 0.54 10.60 0.21 5.74 30.55 2.51 1.13 1.82 
2016 Brookings Mean 62.03 13.97 72.51 12.67 181.00 3.29 93.52 307.85 35.24 12.35 22.90 
  
SD 1.15 0.70 6.39 0.55 10.83 0.25 5.72 32.64 2.93 0.90 2.20 
2016 Groton Mean 62.19 14.50 70.20 13.50 188.00 3.34 94.17 314.67 35.50 13.12 22.38 
  
SD 1.20 0.50 6.38 0.45 7.26 0.16 5.07 27.06 1.81 0.82 1.49 
2016 Selby Mean 61.28 15.84 67.87 14.74 203.50 3.69 96.58 356.46 38.24 14.32 23.93 
  
SD 1.14 0.71 6.65 0.69 10.47 0.23 2.63 23.64 2.62 1.06 1.73 
2012 
 
Mean 59.08 15.16 76.92 14.12 176.60 3.31 98.72 326.09 33.54 12.00 21.55 
  
SD 1.51 0.68 11.70 0.64 10.97 0.40 2.20 37.10 4.45 1.36 3.29 
2013 
 
Mean 60.49 14.81 81.14 13.94 179.32 3.39 96.91 328.20 34.99 13.32 21.67 
  
SD 1.91 0.67 11.72 0.68 14.88 0.25 3.77 27.70 2.89 1.14 2.13 
2014 
 
Mean 58.77 14.95 70.42 13.87 216.63 3.25 95.34 310.56 34.17 12.91 21.26 
  
SD 1.42 0.78 8.89 0.78 18.15 0.31 5.96 38.03 3.19 1.53 2.18 
2015 
 
Mean 58.52 14.80 65.68 13.61 186.24 3.33 93.01 310.29 35.90 13.17 22.73 
  
SD 1.51 0.71 7.13 0.65 11.71 0.25 6.87 37.43 2.73 1.11 2.09 
2016 
 
Mean 61.83 14.77 70.19 13.63 190.83 3.44 94.76 326.33 36.33 13.26 23.07 
  
SD 1.22 1.01 6.68 1.02 13.40 0.28 4.80 35.08 2.82 1.23 1.92 
Total 
 
Mean 59.74 14.90 72.87 13.84 189.93 3.34 95.75 320.29 34.99 12.93 22.05 
  
SD 1.97 0.79 10.92 0.79 20.01 0.31 5.35 36.12 3.43 1.37 2.47 
aTW: test weight; KP: kernel protein content; HARD: kernel hardness; FP:  flour protein 
content; LV: loaf volume; GR: gluten remained; GI: gluten index; GR×GI: gluten 
remained ×gluten index; WG: wet gluten; DG: dry gluten; WB: water binding 
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Table 5. Estimates of variance components and intraclass correlation coefficients from analysis of 48 genotypes grown in 3 
environments for various flour, dough, and baking quality parameters in 2012-2016 
Parameters 
Relative Proportion (%) of Variance Components  
Intraclass Correlation Genotype Environment Residuala 
2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 
TWb 67.2 24.5 51.2 66.0 76.9 19.5 62.8 32.0 21.6 15.0 13.3 12.7 16.8 12.4 8.1 0.84 0.66 0.75 0.84 0.90 
KP 73.9 42.9 34.8 41.2 18.9 4.5 40.6 49.3 40.4 69.0 21.6 16.5 15.9 18.4 12.1 0.77 0.72 0.69 0.69 0.61 
HARD 57.0 94.1 94.1 80.0 72.1 33.6 1.7 0.2 9.0 11.0 9.4 4.2 5.7 11.0 16.9 0.86 0.96 0.94 0.88 0.81 
FP 69.4 46.0 37.1 39.1 14.5 10.3 37.0 47.3 43.8 77.0 20.3 17 15.6 17.1 8.5 0.77 0.73 0.70 0.70 0.63 
LV 19.7 13.9 28.8 22.8 17.4 5.2 42.8 27.3 34.9 58.5 75.1 43.3 43.9 42.3 24.1 0.21 0.24 0.40 0.35 0.42 
GR 32.6 32.5 30.0 45.3 21.3 32.1 14.4 37.9 23.4 50.3 35.3 53.1 32.1 31.3 28.4 0.48 0.38 0.49 0.59 0.43 
GI 21.3 66.5 71.7 56.3 56.6 15.8 4.6 7.0 20.3 10.1 62.9 28.9 21.3 23.4 33.3 0.26 0.70 0.77 0.71 0.63 
GR×GI 31.9 36.6 41.8 51.2 28.4 23.3 18.8 35.3 18.6 46.6 44.8 44.6 22.9 30.2 25.0 0.42 0.45 0.65 0.63 0.53 
WG 31.7 40.9 40.4 45.0 32.4 35.5 5.1 21.7 35.5 30.1 32.8 54.0 37.9 19.5 37.5 0.49 0.43 0.52 0.70 0.46 
DG 34.2 25.3 14.2 33.1 20.8 28.8 13.8 44.7 18.4 53.0 37.0 60.9 41.1 48.5 26.2 0.48 0.29 0.26 0.41 0.45 
WB 27.6 38.2 50.2 40.4 38.8 36.7 2.6 7.4 33.6 14.9 35.7 59.2 42.4 26.0 46.3 0.44 0.39 0.54 0.61 0.46 
aGenotype × environment interactions are confounded in the residuals 
bTW: test weight; KP: kernel protein content; HARD: kernel hardness; FP:  flour protein content; LV: loaf volume; GR: gluten 
remained; GI: gluten index; GR×GI: gluten remained ×gluten index; WG: wet gluten; DG: dry gluten; WB: water binding  
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Table 6. Estimates of variance components and intraclass correlation coefficients from analysis of 15 genotypes grown in 3 
environments for various flour, dough, and baking quality parameters in 2012-2016 
Parameters  
Relative Proportion (%) of Variance Components  
Intraclass Correlation Genotype Environment Residual
a 
2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 
TWb 69.9 37.8 62.8 69.0 82.9 18.6 45.4 20.0 17.0 12.0 11.5 16.8 17.2 14.0 5.1 0.86 0.69 0.79 0.84 0.94 
KP 74.8 36.8 33.1 45.0 22.8 9.3 50.4 36.9 42.7 62.2 15.9 12.8 30.0 12.3 15.0 0.83 0.74 0.53 0.79 0.61 
HARD 39.2 77.1 81.1 67.2 63.9 49.3 3.5 0 16.8 13.5 11.5 19.4 18.9 16.0 22.6 0.77 0.80 0.81 0.81 0.74 
FP 67.6 35.4 33.8 35.9 23.6 14.4 48.3 39.2 48.3 68.0 18.0 16.3 27.0 15.8 8.4 0.79 0.69 0.56 0.69 0.74 
LV 14.3 14.7 12.1 3.5 19.4 1.5 55.7 68.8 43.0 47.0 84.2 29.6 19.1 53.5 33.6 0.15 0.33 0.39 0.06 0.37 
GR 15.4 36.9 19.8 59.1 28.5 23.6 26.3 33.5 18.1 38.2 61.0 36.8 46.7 22.8 33.3 0.20 0.50 0.31 0.73 0.46 
GI 18.6 90.5 79.2 77.1 63.3 9.1 0.0 2.8 3.9 7.2 72.3 9.5 18.0 19.0 29.5 0.22 0.91 0.82 0.81 0.69 
GR×GI 19.0 55.9 49.0 72.8 40.2 18.2 18.0 22.8 5.6 30.9 62.8 26.1 28.2 21.6 28.9 0.23 0.68 0.64 0.77 0.59 
WG 11.9 43.5 37.2 47.4 43.0 25.8 21.8 20.0 36.0 19.4 62.3 34.7 42.8 16.6 37.6 0.16 0.56 0.47 0.74 0.54 
DG 23.1 25.3 4.2 27.5 24.1 44.9 27.7 47.8 23.5 48.4 32.0 47.0 48.0 49.0 27.5 0.42 0.35 0.07 0.36 0.46 
WB 8.2 44.3 46.4 54.7 48.4 20.0 15.8 8.2 30.4 5.9 71.8 39.9 45.4 14.9 45.7 0.10 0.53 0.51 0.79 0.52 
aGenotype × environment interactions are confounded in the residuals 
bTW: test weight; KP: kernel protein content; HARD: kernel hardness; FP:  flour protein content; LV: loaf volume; GR: gluten 
remained; GI: gluten index; GR×GI: gluten remained ×gluten index; WG: wet gluten; DG: dry gluten; WB: water binding  
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Table 7. Estimates of variance components and intraclass correlation coefficients from 
analysis of 15 genotypes grown in 15 environments for 11 parameters in 2012-2016 
Parameters 
Relative Proportion (%) of Variance Components 
Intraclass Correlation 
Genotype Environment Residuala 
TWb 39.7 47.9 12.4 0.76 
KP 39.2 39.6 21.2 0.65 
HARD 32.3 57.8 9.9 0.77 
FP 37.0 44.1 18.9 0.66 
LV 5.0 73.0 22.0 0.19 
GR 25.2 27.4 47.4 0.35 
GI 60.9 12.1 27.0 0.69 
GR×GI 41.9 21.3 36.8 0.53 
WG 28.1 25.9 46.0 0.38 
DG 19.0 43.3 37.7 0.33 
WB 26.9 19.4 53.7 0.33 
aGenotype × environment interactions are confounded in the residuals 
bTW: test weight; KP: kernel protein content; HARD: kernel hardness; FP: flour protein 
content; LV: loaf volume; GR: gluten remained; GI: gluten index; GR×GI: gluten 
remained ×gluten index; WG: wet gluten; DG: dry gluten; WB: water binding  
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Table 8. Correlation for various flour, dough, and baking quality parameters from 48 genotypes grown in three environments in 2012 
Parameters TW
a KP HARD FP LV GR GI GR×GI WG DG 
allb mean all mean all mean all mean all mean all mean all mean all mean all mean all mean 
KP 0.28*** 
HARD 
FP 0.22** 0.87*** 0.93*** 0.17* 
LV 0.30*** 0.41**  0.38*** 0.51*** 
GR 0.31*** 0.54*** 0.61***  0.54*** 0.62*** 0.19* 
GI  -0.36*** -0.29* 
GR×GI 0.34*** 0.32* 0.57*** 0.66***  0.58*** 0.66*** 0.20* 0.98*** 0.98*** -0.18* 
WG 0.28*** 0.49*** 0.55***   0.49*** 0.55*** 0.17*  0.98*** 0.98*** -0.53*** -0.45** 0.93*** 0.94*** 
DG 0.33*** 0.57*** 0.65***   0.59*** 0.66*** 0.24**  0.91*** 0.95*** -0.32*** -0.28* 0.90*** 0.93*** 0.89*** 0.93*** 
WB 0.25** 0.43*** 0.48***   0.42*** 0.48***  0.95*** 0.96*** -0.58*** -0.51*** 0.88*** 0.90*** 0.98*** 0.99*** 0.79*** 0.86*** 
aTW: test weight; KP: kernel protein content; HARD: kernel hardness; FP: flour protein content; LV: loaf volume; GR: gluten 
remained; GI: gluten index; GR×GI: gluten remained ×gluten index; WG: wet gluten; DG: dry gluten; WB: water binding  
ball: correlation by using all data from 3 location (totally 144 data points);  mean: correlation by using genotype mean from 3 locations 
(totally 48 data points) 
*Only significant correlation is shown. *: P<0.05; **: P<0.01; ***: P<0.001 
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Table 9. Correlation for various flour, dough, and baking quality parameters from 15 genotypes in 3 environments each year from 
2012-2013 
Parameters TW
a KP HARD FP LV GR GI GR×GI WG DG 
2012 2013 2012 2013 2012 2013 2012 2013 2012 2013 2012 2013 2012 2013 2012 2013 2012 2013 2012 2013 
KP 0.49***                    
HARD 0.32*                    
FP 0.40**  0.96*** 0.96*** 0.34*                
LV 0.33* -0.41** 0.49***    0.48***              
GR   0.43** 0.66*** 0.38**  0.49*** 0.71***             
GI  0.43**         -0.36*          
GR×GI   0.51*** 0.58*** 0.38**  0.57*** 0.62***   0.96*** 0.89***  0.62***       
WG   0.33* 0.52*** 0.36*  0.38** 0.58***   0.96*** 0.79*** -0.58*** -0.46** 0.85*** 0.42**     
DG   0.61*** 0.63*** 0.42**  0.68*** 0.68*** 0.31*  0.82*** 0.78*** -0.36*  0.78*** 0.50*** 0.80*** 0.87***   
WB    0.39** 0.31*   0.45**   0.94*** 0.70*** -0.61*** -0.52*** 0.81*** 0.32* 0.98*** 0.96*** 0.67*** 0.69*** 
aTW: test weight; KP: kernel protein content; HARD: kernel hardness; FP: flour protein content; LV: loaf volume; GR: gluten 
remained; GI: gluten index; GR×GI: gluten remained ×gluten index; WG: wet gluten; DG: dry gluten; WB: water binding  
*Only significant correlation is shown. *: P<0.05; **: P<0.01; ***: P<0.001 
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Table 10. Correlation for various flour, dough, and baking quality parameters from 48 genotypes grown in three environments in 2013 
Parameters TW
a KP HARD FP LV GR GI GR×GI WG DG 
allb mean all mean all mean all mean all mean all mean all mean all mean all mean all mean 
KP 
HARD -0.32*** -0.37** 
FP 0.94*** 0.93*** -0.16* 
LV -0.38***                 
GR 0.53*** 0.59***  0.58*** 0.71*** 0.24** 0.29*          
GI 0.34*                 
GR×GI  0.36* 0.50*** 0.49***  0.53*** 0.59*** 0.21**  0.90*** 0.86*** 0.49*** 0.53***      
WG  0.45*** 0.50*** -0.17*  0.50*** 0.60*** 0.21*  0.87*** 0.83*** -0.45*** -0.55*** 0.56*** 0.42**    
DG  0.55*** 0.58***   0.59*** 0.69***  0.36* 0.74*** 0.77*** -0.23** -0.37* 0.54*** 0.47*** 0.78*** 0.85***  
WB  0.31*** 0.41**   0.36*** 0.49*** 0.20*  0.78*** 0.76*** -0.48*** -0.58*** 0.47*** 0.35* 0.94*** 0.97*** 0.52*** 0.69*** 
aTW: test weight; KP: kernel protein content; HARD: kernel hardness; FP: flour protein content; LV: loaf volume; GR: gluten 
remained; GI: gluten index; GR×GI: gluten remained ×gluten index; WG: wet gluten; DG: dry gluten; WB: water binding  
ball: correlation by using all data from 3 location (totally 144 data points); mean: correlation by using genotype mean from 3 locations 
(totally 48 data points) 
*Only significant correlation is shown. *: P<0.05; **: P<0.01; ***: P<0.001 
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Table 11. Correlation for various flour, dough, and baking quality parameters from 48 genotypes grown in three environments in 2014 
Parameters TW
a KP HARD FP LV GR GI GR×GI WG DG 
allb mean all mean all mean all mean all mean all mean all mean all mean all mean all mean 
KP                    
HARD                    
FP  0.93*** 0.91***                 
LV  0.50*** 0.42**   0.57*** 0.55***             
GR 0.44** 0.79*** 0.79***   0.78*** 0.80*** 0.52*** 0.54***           
GI 0.20* 0.42**       0.29*** 0.32* 0.36*** 0.35*         
GR×GI  0.51*** 0.66*** 0.56***   0.66*** 0.56*** 0.53*** 0.55*** 0.91*** 0.86*** 0.70*** 0.77***       
WG   0.70*** 0.70***   0.70*** 0.72*** 0.33***  0.77*** 0.63*** -0.33*** -0.51*** 0.44***      
DG  0.33* 0.74*** 0.76***   0.72*** 0.77*** 0.49*** 0.44** 0.78*** 0.74***   0.60*** 0.42** 0.79*** 0.81***   
WB   0.51*** 0.59***   0.53*** 0.60***   0.57*** 0.49*** -0.47*** -0.62*** 0.22**  0.91*** 0.96*** 0.46*** 0.61*** 
aTW: test weight; KP: kernel protein content; HARD: kernel hardness; FP: flour protein content; LV: loaf volume; GR: gluten 
remained; GI: gluten index; GR×GI: gluten remained ×gluten index; WG: wet gluten; DG: dry gluten; WB: water binding  
ball: correlation by using all data from 3 location (totally 144 data points);  mean: correlation by using genotype mean from 3 locations 
(totally 48 data points) 
*Only significant correlation is shown. *: P<0.05; **: P<0.01; ***: P<0.001 
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Table 12. Correlation for various flour, dough, and baking quality parameters from 15 genotypes grown in 3 environments each year 
Parameters 
TWa KP FP LV GR GI GR×GI WG DG 
2014    2015  2016 2014 2015 2016 2014 2015 2016 2014 2015 2016 2014 2015 2016 2014 2015 2016 2014   2015  2016 2014 2015 2016 2014 2015 2016 
KP                           
 
HARD   0.38**                        
 
FP    0.94*** 0.92*** 0.95***                     
 
LV    0.59*** 0.47** 0.72*** 0.60*** 0.54*** 0.66***                  
 
GR    0.72*** 0.74*** 0.76*** 0.68*** 0.72*** 0.76*** 0.58*** 0.40** 0.65***               
 
GI 0.34* 0.36* 0.39**       0.39** 0.31* 0.41** 0.51*** 0.61*** 0.47**            
 
GR×GI  0.33*  0.52*** 0.52*** 0.59*** 0.45** 0.49*** 0.58*** 0.59*** 0.42** 0.63*** 0.90*** 0.90*** 0.90*** 0.83*** 0.89*** 0.81***         
 
WG    0.64*** 0.58*** 0.64*** 0.70*** 0.60*** 0.66***   0.31* 0.55*** 0.33* 0.61*** -0.43** -0.54*** -0.40**         
 
DG    0.66*** 0.65*** 0.81*** 0.67*** 0.69*** 0.84*** 0.48***  0.47** 0.65*** 0.45** 0.73***    0.38*  0.42** 0.77*** 0.67*** 0.87***   
 
WB    0.49*** 0.43** 0.50*** 0.56*** 0.45** 0.50***    0.37*  0.50*** -0.54*** -0.60*** -0.51***    0.92*** 0.95*** 0.97*** 0.46** 0.39** 0.72*** 
aTW: test weight; KP: kernel protein content; HARD: kernel hardness; FP: flour protein content; LV: loaf volume; GR: gluten 
remained; GI: gluten index; GR×GI: gluten remained ×gluten index; WG: wet gluten; DG: dry gluten; WB: water binding  
*Only significant correlation is shown. *: P<0.05; **: P<0.01; ***: P<0.001 
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Table 13. Correlation for various flour, dough, and baking quality parameters from 48 genotypes grown in three environments in 2015 
Parameters 
TWa KP HARD FP LV GR GI GR×GI WG DG 
allb mean all mean all mean all mean all mean all mean all mean all mean all mean all mean 
KP 
 
0.50***                   
HARD                     
FP  0.40** 0.91*** 0.89***                 
LV   0.35***    0.47*** 0.37**             
GR  0.32* 0.65*** 0.63***   0.70*** 0.68*** 0.41*** 0.48***           
GI         0.41*** 0.45** 0.46*** 0.52***         
GR×GI   0.36*** 0.33*   0.43*** 0.36* 0.49*** 0.54*** 0.87*** 0.87*** 0.84*** 0.87***       
WG   0.68*** 0.67***   0.66*** 0.71***   0.47*** 0.40** -0.56*** -0.58***       
DG  0.34* 0.67*** 0.77***   0.67*** 0.82***   0.51*** 0.54*** -0.24**  0.18*  0.72*** 0.78***   
WB   0.53*** 0.49***   0.51*** 0.54***   0.34***  -0.61*** -0.66***   0.93*** 0.94*** 0.41*** 0.53*** 
aTW: test weight; KP: kernel protein content; HARD: kernel hardness; FP: flour protein content; LV: loaf volume; GR: gluten 
remained; GI: gluten index; GR×GI: gluten remained ×gluten index; WG: wet gluten; DG: dry gluten; WB: water binding  
ball: correlation by using all data from 3 location (totally 144 data points); mean: correlation by using genotype mean from 3 locations 
(totally 48 data points) 
*Only significant correlation is shown. *: P<0.05; **: P<0.01; ***: P<0.001 
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Table 14. Correlation for various flour, dough, and baking quality parameters from 48 genotypes grown in three environments in 2016 
Parameters TWa KP HARD FP LV GR GI GR×GI WG DG 
 
allb mean all mean all mean all mean all mean all mean all mean all mean all mean all mean 
KP 
 
0.55***                   
HARD 0.32*** 0.29*                   
FP  0.49*** 0.95*** 0.93*** -0.19*                
LV  0.31* 0.77*** 0.66***   0.79*** 0.62***             
GR  0.44** 0.81*** 0.78***   0.81*** 0.79*** 0.67*** 0.57***           
GI   0.20*    0.22**  0.39*** 0.34* 0.37*** 0.29*         
GR×GI  0.40** 0.70*** 0.55***   0.71*** 0.56*** 0.68*** 0.58*** 0.92*** 0.85*** 0.71*** 0.75***       
WG   0.70*** 0.67***   0.69*** 0.69*** 0.44***  0.79*** 0.67*** -0.27*** -0.52*** 0.48***      
DG  0.40** 0.80*** 0.69***   0.84*** 0.74*** 0.61*** 0.35* 0.86*** 0.78***   0.69*** 0.45** 0.83*** 0.82***   
WB   0.52*** 0.57***   0.48*** 0.57*** 0.26**  0.61*** 0.52*** -0.45*** -0.63*** 0.26**  0.94*** 0.96*** 0.58*** 0.63*** 
aTW: test weight; KP: kernel protein content; HARD: kernel hardness; FP: flour protein content; LV: loaf volume; GR: gluten 
remained; GI: gluten index; GR×GI: gluten remained ×gluten index; WG: wet gluten; DG: dry gluten; WB: water binding  
ball: correlation by using all data from 3 location (totally 144 data points); mean: correlation by using genotype mean from 3 locations 
(totally 48 data points) 
*Only significant correlation is shown. *: P<0.05; **: P<0.01; ***: P<0.001 
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Table 15. Correlation for various flour, dough, and baking quality parameters from 15 genotypes in multiple years and locations 
Parameters 
TWa KP HARD FP LV GR GI GR_GI WG DG 
Ab B C A B C A B C A B C A B Cssss       A B C A B C A B C A B C A B C 
KP 
   
   
                        
HARD 
 
0.22*** 0.22** 
   
   
                     
FP 
   
0.95*** 0.93*** 0.93*** 0.23** 0.24*** 0.24**    
                  
LV -0.23** -0.15* -0.20* 0.24*** 0.26*** 0.19* -0.19* 
  
0.17* 0.22** 
 
   
               
GR 0.24** 0.22*** 0.33*** 0.55*** 0.58*** 0.62*** 0.19* 0.15* 0.17* 0.59*** 0.60*** 0.64*** 
   
   
            
GI 0.24** 0.30*** 0.38*** 0.17* 0.17* 
 
0.15* 0.20** 0.22** 0.15* 0.16* 0.16* 
   
0.28*** 0.32*** 0.33***    
         
GR×GI 0.30*** 0.31*** 0.42*** 0.51*** 0.51*** 0.52*** 0.23** 0.22*** 0.24** 0.53*** 0.53*** 0.54*** 
   
0.90*** 0.89*** 0.88*** 0.66*** 0.71*** 0.74***    
      
WG 
   
0.42*** 0.44*** 0.47*** 
   
0.47*** 0.46*** 0.48*** 
   
0.78*** 0.71*** 0.68*** -0.39*** -0.43*** -0.47*** 0.43*** 0.32*** 0.25** 
      
DG 
   
0.54*** 0.54*** 0.57*** 0.17* 
  
0.60*** 0.59*** 0.60*** 0.22** 0.17** 
 
0.69*** 0.66*** 0.67*** -0.17* -0.19** -0.19* 0.46*** 0.40*** 0.39*** 0.77*** 0.77*** 0.77*** 
   
WB 
   
0.30*** 0.32*** 0.35*** 
   
0.33*** 0.32*** 0.34*** 
   
0.69*** 0.63*** 0.57*** -0.43*** 0.48*** -0.53*** 0.34*** 0.23*** 
 
0.95*** 0.95*** 0.95*** 0.54*** 0.53*** 0.54*** 
aTW: test weight; KP: kernel protein content; HARD: kernel hardness; FP: flour protein content; LV: loaf volume; GR: gluten 
remained; GI: gluten index; GR×GI: gluten remained ×gluten index; WG: wet gluten; DG: dry gluten; WB: water binding  
bA: correlation in 12 environments (2012, 2013, 2014, and 2016 with 3 location in each year); B: correlation in 15 environments (5 
years with 3 locations in each year); C: correlation in 10 environments (5 years with 2 location in each year) 
*Only significant correlation is shown. *: P<0.05; **: P<0.01; ***: P<0.001
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Table 16. Comparison of the three models used for loaf volume prediction and their 
coefficient determination in different year from 48 genotypes grown in 3 location each year 
Modela 
2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2014-2016 
allb mean all mean all mean all mean all mean all mean 
LV=α+β×FP 0.14 0.26   0.33 0.30 0.22 0.14 0.62 0.39 0.30 0.23 
LV=α+β×(GR × GI) 0.05  0.05  0.28 0.31 0.24 0.30 0.46 0.33 0.12 0.05 
LV=α+β1×(GR × GI) +β2×FP 0.14    0.37 0.39 0.32 0.33 0.65 0.47 0.30 0.23 
aLV: loaf volume; FP: flour protein content;  GR×GI: gluten remained ×gluten index 
ball: regression by using all data from 3 location (totally 144 data points); mean: regression  
by using genotype mean from 3 locations (totally 48 data points) 
Coefficient determination value is showed only when significant linear correlation detected 
in the model  
 
 
 
Table 17. Comparison of the three models used for loaf volume prediction and their 
coefficient determination in different year from 15 genotypes grown in 3 locations each year 
Modela 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2014-2015 2014/2016 2015-2016 2014-2016 
LV=α+β×FP 0.23  0.36 0.29 0.43 0.21 0.27 0.34 0.23 
LV=α+β×(GR × GI)   0.35 0.17 0.40 0.05 0.07 0.28 0.06 
LV=α+β1×(GR × GI) +β2×FP   0.49 0.32 0.53 0.21 0.27 0.41 0.23 
aLV: loaf volume; FP: flour protein content; GR×GI: gluten remained ×gluten index  
Coefficient determination value is showed only when significant linear correlation detected 
in the model  
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Figure 3. The steps in gluten index method. 
(Source: http://www.perten.com/Products/Glutomatic/The-Gluten-Index-method/) 
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Figure 4. Stripchart plot of various flour, dough, and baking quality 
parameters measured from 15 genotypes grown at 15 environments 
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Figure 4 continued. 
Stripchart plot of various 
flour, dough, and baking 
quality parameters 
measured from 15 
genotypes grown at 15 
environments 
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Figure 5. Mean and standard deviation of loaf volume (A), kernel protein (B), and test weight 
(C) from 48 genotypes in 15 different environments. * Gray bar in 2015 represents the 
location of Watertown. 
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Figure 6. Variation of loaf volume from 15 genotypes in 15 different environments from 2012 to 2016. 12BRK: 2012 in Brookings; 
12GRO: 2012 in Groton; 12SEL: 2012 in Selby; 13BRK: 2013 in Brookings; 13GRO: 2013 in Groton; 13SEL: 2013 in Selby; 14BRK: 
2014 in Brookings; 14GRO: 2014 in Groton; 14 SEL: 2014 in Selby; 15BRK: 2012 in Brookings; 15WAT: 2015 in Watertown; 
15SEL: 2015 in Selby; 16BRK: 2016 in Brookings; 16GRO: 2016 in Groton; 16 SEL: 2016 in Selby. 
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Figure 7. Mean and standard deviation of loaf volume among 15 genotypes grown in 15 
different environments (A) and among 15 different environments from 15 genotypes (B). 
12BRK: 2012 in Brookings; 12GRO: 2012 in Groton; 12SEL: 2012 in Selby; 13BRK: 
2013 in Brookings; 13GRO: 2013 in Groton; 13SEL: 2013 in Selby; 14BRK: 2014 in 
Brookings; 14GRO: 2014 in Groton; 14 SEL: 2014 in Selby; 15BRK: 2012 in Brookings; 
15WAT: 2015 in Watertown; 15SEL: 2015 in Selby; 16BRK: 2016 in Brookings; 
16GRO: 2016 in Groton; 16 SEL: 2016 in Selby. 
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Figure 8. Mean and standard deviation of test weight among 15 genotypes grown in 15 
different environments (A) and among 15 different environments from 15 genotypes (B). 
12BRK: 2012 in Brookings; 12GRO: 2012 in Groton; 12SEL: 2012 in Selby; 13BRK: 
2013 in Brookings; 13GRO: 2013 in Groton; 13SEL: 2013 in Selby; 14BRK: 2014 in 
Brookings; 14GRO: 2014 in Groton; 14 SEL: 2014 in Selby; 15BRK: 2012 in Brookings; 
15WAT: 2015 in Watertown; 15SEL: 2015 in Selby; 16BRK: 2016 in Brookings; 
16GRO: 2016 in Groton; 16 SEL: 2016 in Selby. 
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Figure 9. Mean and standard deviation of flour protein content among 15 genotypes 
grown in 15 different environments (A) and among 15 different environments from 15 
genotypes (B). 12BRK: 2012 in Brookings; 12GRO: 2012 in Groton; 12SEL: 2012 in 
Selby; 13BRK: 2013 in Brookings; 13GRO: 2013 in Groton; 13SEL: 2013 in Selby; 
14BRK: 2014 in Brookings; 14GRO: 2014 in Groton; 14 SEL: 2014 in Selby; 15BRK: 
2012 in Brookings; 15WAT: 2015 in Watertown; 15SEL: 2015 in Selby; 16BRK: 2016 in 
Brookings; 16GRO: 2016 in Groton; 16 SEL: 2016 in Selby. 
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Figure 10. Mean and standard deviation of GR×GI among 15 genotypes grown in 15 
different environments (A) and among 15 different environments from 15 genotypes (B). 
12BRK: 2012 in Brookings; 12GRO: 2012 in Groton; 12SEL: 2012 in Selby; 13BRK: 
2013 in Brookings; 13GRO: 2013 in Groton; 13SEL: 2013 in Selby; 14BRK: 2014 in 
Brookings; 14GRO: 2014 in Groton; 14 SEL: 2014 in Selby; 15BRK: 2012 in Brookings; 
15WAT: 2015 in Watertown; 15SEL: 2015 in Selby; 16BRK: 2016 in Brookings; 
16GRO: 2016 in Groton; 16 SEL: 2016 in Selby. 
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Figure 11. Mean and standard deviation of kernel hardness among 15 genotypes grown in 
15 different environments (A) and among 15 different environments from 15 genotypes 
(B). 12BRK: 2012 in Brookings; 12GRO: 2012 in Groton; 12SEL: 2012 in Selby; 
13BRK: 2013 in Brookings; 13GRO: 2013 in Groton; 13SEL: 2013 in Selby; 14BRK: 
2014 in Brookings; 14GRO: 2014 in Groton; 14 SEL: 2014 in Selby; 15BRK: 2012 in 
Brookings; 15WAT: 2015 in Watertown; 15SEL: 2015 in Selby; 16BRK: 2016 in 
Brookings; 16GRO: 2016 in Groton; 16 SEL: 2016 in Selby. 
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Figure 12. Mean and standard deviation of dry gluten among 15 genotypes grown in 15 
different environments (A) and among 15 different environments from 15 genotypes (B). 
12BRK: 2012 in Brookings; 12GRO: 2012 in Groton; 12SEL: 2012 in Selby; 13BRK: 
2013 in Brookings; 13GRO: 2013 in Groton; 13SEL: 2013 in Selby; 14BRK: 2014 in 
Brookings; 14GRO: 2014 in Groton; 14 SEL: 2014 in Selby; 15BRK: 2012 in Brookings; 
15WAT: 2015 in Watertown; 15SEL: 2015 in Selby; 16BRK: 2016 in Brookings; 
16GRO: 2016 in Groton; 16 SEL: 2016 in Selby. 
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Figure 13. Relationships between loaf volume and GR×GI and between loaf volume and 
flour protein content from 48 genotypes grown in 3 environments in 2014.  A, GR×GI 
(r=0.53, p<0.001). B, Flour protein (r=0.57, p<0.001). 
 
 
 
 
Figure 14. Relationships between loaf volume and GR×GI and between loaf volume and 
flour protein content from 48 genotypes based on genotype mean of 3 environments in 
2014. A, GR×GI (r=0.55, p<0.001). B, Flour protein (r=0.55, p<0.001) 
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Figure 15. Relationships between loaf volume and GR×GI and between loaf volume and 
flour protein content from 48 genotypes grown in 3 environments in 2015. A, GR×GI 
(r=0.49, p<0.001). B, Flour protein (r=0.47, p<0.001) 
 
 
 
 
Figure 16. Relationships between loaf volume and GR×GI and between loaf volume and 
flour protein content from 48 genotypes based on genotype mean of 3 environments in 
2015. A, GR×GI (r=0.54, p<0.001). B, Flour protein (r=0.37, p<0.01) 
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Figure 17. Relationships between loaf volume and GR×GI and between loaf volume and 
flour protein content from 48 genotypes grown in 3 environments in 2016. A, GR×GI 
(r=0.68, p<0.001). B, Flour protein (r=0.79, p<0.001) 
 
 
 
 
Figure 18. Relationships between loaf volume and GR×GI and between loaf volume and 
flour protein content from 48 genotypes based on genotype mean of 3 environments in 
2016. A, GR×GI (r=0.58, p<0.001). B, Flour protein (r=0.62, p<0.001) 
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Figure 19. Relationships between loaf volume and flour protein content in 2012 and 
between loaf volume and test weight in 2013 from 15 genotypes grown in 3 environments 
in each year. A, Flour protein (r=0.48, p<0.001). B, Test weight (r=-0.41, p<0.01).  
 
 
 
 
Figure 20. Relationships between loaf volume and GR×GI and between loaf volume and 
flour protein content from 15 genotypes grown in 3 environments in 2014. A, GR×GI 
(r=0.59, p<0.01). B, Flour protein (r=0.60, p<0.001) 
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Figure 21. Relationships between loaf volume and GR×GI and between loaf volume and 
flour protein content from 15 genotypes grown in 3 environments in 2015. A, GR×GI 
(r=0.42, p<0.01). B, Flour protein (r=0.54, p<0.001) 
 
 
 
 
Figure 22. Relationships between loaf volume and GR×GI and between loaf volume and 
flour protein content from 15 genotypes grown in 3 environments in 2016. A, GR×GI 
(r=0.63, p<0.001). B, Flour protein (r=0.66, p<0.001) 
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Figure 23. Relationships between loaf volume and GR×GI and between loaf volume and 
flour protein content from 15 genotypes grown in 9 environments from 2014 to 2016. A, 
GR×GI (r=0.24, p<0.01). B, Flour protein (r=0.47, p<0.001) 
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